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SATURDAY, DECEMBER
Prom Europe.—The ship Westminster, at
New York, has brought London papers one
or two days later than had been before re
ceived. Their contents are not important.
The news from Paris and from the French
expedition in Africa is of no later date than
we had before received through the Paris pa
pers. The news from Portugal possesses
some little interest. The attempted revolu
tion ofthe Charterists appears to be entirely
suppressed. The young Prince had been
christened by the name of Pedro d’Alcantara, and a long string of other names.
The returns of the British revenue for the
quarter ending Oct. 10th, exhibited a fall off,
as compared with the corresponding quarter
of the previous year, of £917,661 in the cus
toms, £156,562 in excise, £122,489 in stamps,
$26,795 in taxes, and £3,539 in miscellane
ous ; and a gain in nothing except £19,006 in
the Post Office. The nett decrease on the
quarter was £1,187,762 : on the year, £2,097,295.
The cotton markerat Liverpool was inac
tive, and prices rather drooping.
Boston Daily Adv.

2, 1837.

No. 29.

New York.—Our readers may remember
“ KEEP THE PEOPLE BACK.”
MISCELLANEOUS.
Under this head, the Richmond Whig that on his visit to Rochester, in the State of
FARMERS’ EVENINGS.
New-York, in August last, Mr. Webster gave
serves up the following capital article.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
In one respect the farmer has the advan
When Appius Claudius heard the mur- this toast,—
JAMES K. REM1CH.
“ The State of New York : she can, if she tage of almost all other classes of the labor
murings of the Roman citizens against his
Office on the Main-Street,—opposite the Meeting-House.
ing community—his evenings he has to him
unjust measures, he cried out in his^perplexi- willy
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
To which the Company answered in the self. While the mechanic has to labor from
ty, “ Keep the people back !” For a while
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
Interest will he charged on all subscriptions which
his commands were effectual, and the swel following toast,—
morning till nine o’clock in the evening, the
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No
ling tide of indignation was temporarily stay
“ The State of New York ; she will !”
farmer’s day commences with the rising and
paper discontinued, except at the option ofthe pub
ed, but his efforts to smother the kindling
Since the election in that State, the Mon closes with the setting sun. Although the
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
spirit of resistance were vain and fruitless— roe County Central Committee have written
industrious farmer finds many little jobs
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for
and in a little while the unworthy decemvir to Mr. W. the following letter :—
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount
of work to which he very economically ap
was
hurled
from
his
throne
to
a
prison.
charged for its insertion.
Rochester, Nov. 11, 1837.
propriates his evening leisure, yet the great
A modern ruler may see something in the
Dear Sir,—
er
part of the long winter evenings he can
late movements of the people, to remind him
GAZETTE & PALLADIUM
“ The State of New York : SHE HAS !”
of this sudden subversion of fancied strength
appropriate
to his amusement and instruc
Your obedient servants,
and security. He has had frequent cause
The New Currency.—Mr. J. H. Ross, in
tion. In no place do we see more cheer
George Dawson, Jr., and others.
mentally to exclaim—“ Keep the people
ful countenances than around he blazing
a letter addressed to the Pennsylvania Inqui
Monroe Co. Whig Central Committee.
back !” But still they come. From “ Maine
fire upon the farmer’s hearth. Them, at
rer, states that he recently visited the city of
to Georgia,” the rebellious spirit of the “ de
The New York Mercantile Advertiser, in a
^ Washington, having business at the Patent
mocracy of numbers” has been manifested. letter from its Washington correspondent, re the merry apple pearing, or at the neighbor
From the wilds of Arkansas to the Green lates a good anecdote which occurred in that hood collection, or even in the family circle
Office. He purchased of a broker a Treasu
Mountains of Vermont, the thrilling voice of city, lately. A revolutionary officer who alone, do we find social happiness in its
ry order for $100, and presented it to the
regenerated millions has been borne on the was on a visit to Washington, thought that purest simplicity. What an opportunity
Chief clerk of the Patent office, to which he
passing bréeze. Neither the promise ot gold, he would pay a visit to the President oi the this, for the acquisition of knowledge ?
was indebted $90. But the clerk declined
nor the mandates of a stenv chieftain, have United States.
What farmer who improves these oppor
been sufficient to “ keep the people back.”
taking it-^*||^-4could not pay back the $10.”
Acquainted intimately with Col. Johqson, tunities can but be intelligent ? And what
Hayti.—The brig Finance, arrived at Phil- They
'
have rushed to the rescue of a violated the Vice President, he called upon him to ac instruction so interesting £3 that which
i He then proceeded to the Treasurer, but
adelphia from Port au Prince, brings dates constitution
<
—they have gathered in their company him. This the Colonel readily
here, likewise, the order was refused— from that place to the 23d of October. The strength,
!
and sundered the shackles of a stu- consented to. They found the President gives him a knowledge of his own employ
he could not pay back the $10. Finally, he announcement ofthe approaching arrival in |pifying idolatry. Witness the work of re sitting with his son. The introduction was ment ? Here we would suggest the impor
tance of every farmer having a supply of
j
went to a broker and purchased specie, and that Island of a Commissioner from France, generation.
made, accompanied, on the part of Colonel
to
adjust
the
claims
of
that
country,
appears
In
Maine,
a
state
begirt
with
custom-hou

agricultural
books and papers. It seems
by this means was enabled to pay his debt to
Johnson, with the remark that his old friend
to have excited a great sensation, as report ses,
i
and overrun with government stipendia
the Government. What a beautiful com said he would be accompanied- by a display ries, a majority of 10,000 for the administra did not agree with Mr. Van Buren in politics. to ns that no one can be insensible of their
utility. If this should be a suggestion of
mentary on the currency schemes ot the ad of military force. Boyer, the President, had tion has been overcome, and the Whigs have “ True,” said the old chap, somewhat morti self-interest, which we do not deny, still
fied at the malappropos commencement of
triumphed
by
500
majority.
in
consequence
issued
a
proclamation,
in
ministration !
the acquaintance, “ 1 do not approve of your
Rhode Island, small as she is, has mustered measures, Mr. President, but I am not more we believe it coincides with the interest of
which he declares that if the mission of the
the farmer. We will not enlarge on this
French
Commissioner
is
amicable,
he
will
1000
tor
the
cause
of
sound
principles,
and
A duel was fought near Gaston, N. C., a
hostile to you than Colonel Johnson : for it subject, as we apprehend it would not con
few days since, between Mr. Dromgoole, be received by him in an amicable manner, istands forth among the brave and free.
was only yesterday that he told me “ you had vey that knowledge which we recom
—but if the contrary, “ the nation will recall
In New Jersey, the slumbering spirit of the
member of Congress, and a Mr. Dugger, both its primitive energy, and be faithful to the revolution has been reanimated and the sons not done one Jhing right since you came into mend. We will barely say, that we expect
of Virginia, in which the latter received the oath which it has taken to defend to the last of the Jersey Blues have proved themselves office !”
It is said that the gallant rival of Tecum our subscribers to increase as the even gs
worthy of their sires. They, too, have fur seh was overwhelmed and could not com lengthen.—American Silk Grower.
ball of his antagonist in his side, causing his gasp their rights of independence.”
nished a thousand “ good men and true,” mand his confusion. It must have been a
death in a few hours.
fFrom the New York Journal of Commerce.] over and above the number necessary to
rich and pungent scene—the surprise—the
A delicate and most successful operation
Bread Stuffs.—It has become a matter of prostrate the cohorts of power.
retaliation—the tables turned upon the second for congenital cataract was lately perform
A miniature pistol has been manufactured great
Connecticut has given symptoms, that head of the republic.—Portland Adv.
importance that the next European
in Ware, Ms. in which are a knife, gimlet, packet should carry out strong assurances when the country is really in danger, her
ed by Dr. J. S. Rohrer of Lancaster, on the
tweezers, ear-spoon, screw-driver, pencil, and respecting the prices of bread stuffs in the people will gather in their strength, and aid
Wholesome Advice.—The Convention of eyes of a young lady of that county, aged
a pair of scales that will weigh from 1 to 8 United States. Of the continuance of high the good work.
North Carolina Editors took place at Raleigh sixteen. She was born blind, being afflict
Maryland is steady in the cause of the con on the 1st instant. The Committee reported ed with congenital cataract from her birth,
lbs. All of “ sufficient size and strength for prices there can no longer be any doubt. At stitution, and will not falter.
New Orleans flour has suddenly advanced tn
strong resolutions against the infamous prac the centre of the pupil of both eyes being
practical purposes,” and all embraced in the $12 per bbl. In Baltimore the price is $9 50
Pennsylvania has given unequivocal signs tice of pampering the vilest of appetites by filled withan opaque spot, entirely exclu
that
the
seeds
of
regeneration
are
quicken

compass o! a common pocket knife, which in and here it is $9 or 9 50, to say the least. In
violating the sanctity of private life, and in ding the rays of light. Her case had been
Baltimore wheat sold last week at fully two ing, and that good fruit will be ripened for dulging in gross personalities and indecorous
appearance it very much resembles.
dollars a bushel, here it cannot be bought un the general harvest. Last year the Van Bu language. They also recommend entering pronounced hopeless by one of the first pro
majority in the Legislature was 38—now into pledges to maintain a scrupulous regard fessional men of the country, but Dr. R.
Capt. Hill,—who was accused of being in der that price. Rye has sold very extensive ren
ly here at 125 cts. for 56 lbs. and corn would it is but 12.
to morals and the social institutions of life, after carefully preparing the patient, ven
toxicated by the steward of the stearnèr readily command 112£ cts. We believe the
North Carolina, that once slumbered in the &c. No personal controversies to be admit tured upon the operation, which we believe
Home, at the time of the disastrous ship opinion of the dealers is that lower prices! consciousness ot her power, arid was overrun ted but as advertisements, and such to be re is termed couching, and, to the joy of the
wreck of that vessel,—has published a com cannot be expected before spring—and that; by the enemy, has awakened, and given to- jected if they touch upon the relations ot hus parents as well as to the happiness ofthe
munication addressed to the public, in which high prices will be established unless kept, kens that she will not again be caught nap- band and wife. No journeyman is to be em interesting sufferer, was completely success
down by large importations from abroad.
«*
ployed who has not faithfully adhered to his
he peremptorily denies the charge. The There is no chance that foreign importations•i PinGeorgia
has maintained her integrity, and apprenticeship engagements, or who leaves ful in restoring her to the enjoyment of the
blessing of sight. The Lancaster Journal,
“ right of the story” will come out by and by will be large enough to depress the marketL elected a Whig governor. Twice proving, his employer in debt.
Regulations were from which we gather these particulars,
?
when
the
question
was
fairly
tested,
that
she
materially.
All
that
is
expected
from
them
is
we hope.
made as to charges for advertisements. The
to prevent a much farther advance. Foreigni cannot enrol herself under the banners of signatures of three fourths of the editors of states that she is doing well, and is now
Mr.
Van
Buren.
merchants
may
therefore
calculate
with
confi

the State to make the resolutions adopted by able to visit her friends without requiring a
Missing Vessels. —The sch. Velasco, from
Tennessee, the home of truly gallant spirits, the Convention binding. If any editor for guide.—Baltimore American.
dence on present prices, at least, and if only
New Orleans for Texas, with upwards of 90 care be taken in putting wheat or other grain has renounced a base idolatry, and, in spite
feits his pledges, all professional intercourse
passengers, supposed to have been lost, has on ship-board, in good order, it will arrive of Gen. Jackson’s influence and dictation, has with him to be suspended.—JV*. F. Star.
It appears that there is no person attached
arrived at Galveston, somewhat injured by here so without injury. German wheat has given a majority of 20,000 for the whig tick
to the Exploring Expedition in the capacity
et.
established
a
high
reputation
among
our
mil

the late gale.—The wreck of sch. Bonita was
Silk.—We have at this office a fine speci of Historiographer ; neither will any person
Ohio, whose sovereignty is now misrepre
lers, and would at any time command the
fallen in with, recently, bottom up, and no highest market rates. As to Rye, it is want sented in the Senate, has overcome all the men of sewing silk, raised and manufactured who may be attached to the Expedition, be
a daughter of Mr. Wingate Frost of Lim
person on board. The B. was from New ed chiefly for the distilleries, and so turns to difficulties of an unprincipled system of“ ger by
ington. This silk is very even, of good qual authorized to write the official narrative of
rymandering.
”
>
She
now
has
a
whig
gover

little
real
good.
But
the
worms
ofthe
stills
the voyage, after the return of the Expedi
Orleans for Matanzas, with a valuable cargo,
nor and legislature, and a true whig majority ity, and well manufactured. The informa
and is supposed to have been wrecked off must be kept running, for men will have in the lower House of Congress, and counts tion for managing the silkworm was obtained tion to the United States, unless it be done
whiskey whether their families or even them
by this little girl, who is only twelve years under the superintendence of the command
the Brassos de Santiago about the 1st ult.
selves, have bread or not. Sorry as we are at least 10,000 majority against the “ Spoil old, from the report of the committee on silk er ofthe Expedition. The plan as we learn
for the necessity which exists, that necessity ers.”
ffy^There are 4 daily, 4 tri-weekly, 12 will make us glad to see foreign bread stuffs
Indiana, a short time since, was on the in our Legislature. In manufacturing the so far as regards the narrative of the voyage,
she used the common reel and spinning is, that all matter as well as materials col
weekly and 4 monthly journals in Cincinna coming again freely into our ports. The side of power by a majority of 6,000—she silk
wheel. As Mr. Frost was just commencing lected during the prosecution of the voyage,
counts
17,000
for
the
good
cause.
now
Baltic
sea
will
be
closed
too
soon
for
many
ti, Ohio. There are 14 book establishments
Kentucky has added new' evidences of the the culture of the mulberry, his daughter had are to be deemed public property, and be
in the same city, one of which has published shipments on advices now sent out ; but in
no leaves excepting a few that she obtain
moral
force which ranges her on the side of ed
the ports of England there are great quanti
of her neighbors, from which she made subject to the disposal of the Government,
100,000 volumes during the last two years.
ties stored in bond, and from other countries the true Democracy.
and from these and the commanders’jour
about
one fourth of a pound of silk.
Illinois, Mississippi, Louisiana and even
This single case of a person so young read nal, a faithful history will be given to the
Hon. A. W. Loomis, M. C. from the 17th accessible through the Mediterranean, the Missouri, we doubt not, will in due season
winter will not prevent the movements of
acquiring the information necessary to public, at the expense of and under the sanc
Congressional district in Ohio, has resigned commerce.
prove, that when freedom is the prize, the ily
manage the silk worm, and manufacturing a tion of the Navy Department.
people cannot be kept back.
his seat in consequence of domestic afflic
handsome specimen of silk on the common
N. F. Jour. Com.
Is Virginia anxious for the honor of being, implements
A vessel arrived at Baltimore from Bremen
tions.
of domestic industry, goes farther
with
New
York
and
New
Hampshire,
the
on

on Monday, brought 1200 bushels of German
to
encourage
the
raising
and
manufacturing
Cure for the Wounds of Cattle.—The
(CJ^There are 95 colleges in the United red wheat, which was immediately taken by ly states remaining in an ignominious thral of silk in this country, than all the volumes
dom ? Let her sons consider this question
most aggravated wounds of domestic ani
States,—Law, Medical and Divinity Schools the millers at two dollars and ten cents per al the next election, and answer as their that were written upon the subject a few
bushel. It cost 73 cents.
years since ; for then it was pretended that mals are easily cured with a portion of the
aiot included.
fathers would have answered.
Newburyport Herald.
expensive apartments and apparatus were yolk of eggs mixed in the spirit of turpen
necessary to keep a regular temperature for tine of Florence. The part affected must
There are 177 Sabbath Schools connected
Gen. Wall and New Jersey.—The New the worms, that much skill was necessary in be bathed several times with the mixture,
ff/^A man in Muncy, Pa. recently vomit
with the Baptist churches in this State ; 1863 ed a snake, 6 inches in length, from his stom Jersey Fredonian, says, that it learns from their management, and that expensive ma
each day, when a perfect cure will be effect
teachers ; 9156 scholars, and 17,367 volumes ach. It had the appearance of a water snake, Gen. Wall’s official organ, “ that Gen. Wall, chinery, with years of experience, were ne
of the Senate, is patiently waiting for his let cessary in reeling the silk. It shows likewise ed in forty-eight hours.
which
he
supposes
he
must
have
swallowed
in Libraries.
several weeks previously, while drinking at a ter of instruction from the Whig Legislature that this business may be attended to by chil
Religion, says an anonymous author,
of his state, and that he will not ‘ find himself dren, and that much good is done by the dif
A Mormon preacher held forth in Nor- spring.
consists not so much in the understanding
at all embarrassed,’ as to his course, ‘ not be fusion of knowledge on the subject.
ridgewock, in this State, on the 12th ult.
of theology, as in the practice of piety.
Yankee Farmer.
Lieut. Jacob Ammen, of the West Point ing made of the stuff’ to preach what he is
The divine precepts of the Gospel, if cher
He had few hearers.
Military Academy, and formerly a printer by not willing to practice.” We shall see. The
Beet Sugar.—We learn from a communi ished in the heart, will produce a corres
profession, has been appointed a professor example would be a good one, and would af
ford some proof that Mr. W. practised what cation in the New England Farmer, that Mr. ponding effect in the life and actions of its
History of Kennebunk-port; by Charles Brad in Bacon college, Ky.
he preached. If General Wall will resign his P. Dodge of Salem has manufactured 5 lbs.
bury. From the press oj James K. Remich,
votaries. All other religion is vain.
A gentleman from Albany states that no seat, Messrs. Cambreleng and Moore may of Beet Sugar. He rasped the beets in a
Kennebunk, 1837.
take
the
hint
and
do
likewise.
—
N.
F.
Express.
small grater cider mill, and pressed them in
We hail this book as an addition to those snow fell there on Tuesday, but that on the
Why do you desire riches and grandeur ?
a lever press. He has 1000 lbs. more of the
^histories^of individual towns, which have contrary, it was quite a warm and pleasant
Because you think they will bring happi
sugar
beet
with
which
he
intends
to
pursue
Close
Voting.
—
The
Governor
’
s
vote
in
day.
—
Phil.
Gaz.
lately been given to the public, and which
Georgia has been counted, and the result is his experiments, as also that of refining.—ib. ness with them.
The very thing you
»we hope will be increased. The author
want is now in your power—you have on
More Indian Visiters.—Yesterday another that Mr. Gilmer’s majority in the whole state
«claims an early discovery of this town. He
Orange County.—The Newburg Journal of ly to study contentment.
supposes it to have been first discovered by delegation of Indian Chiefs, who have re is seven hundred and sixty-two votes, and
Capt. Bartholomew Gosnold, May 14, 1602. cently been on a visit to Washington, ar that the total number of votes polled is 67,- Saturday says that three thousand firkins and
It appears that its progress for many years rived in this city by the steamboat and rail 596. To this latter number may be added tubs of butter were taken to New York from
The appropriate character of woman de
was retarded by the Indian wars, in all the road line from New York. They are twen 179 votes in Houston County, given at a pre Orange county on Tuesday last—1816 pack mands delicacy of appearance and manners,
cinct
from
which
there
was
no
return
end
ty-seven
in
number,
and
consist
of
chiefs
of
ages
in
the
Washington,
5
or
600
in
the
Iiorrors of which it largely participated. Its
inhabitants acted an honorable part in the the Pawnees, Otoes, Ornanas, and Missouris. could not be counted. The loss of that pre Highlander, and the balance in the Norfolk refinement of sentiment, gentleness of speech,
Revolutionary struggle, and acquitted them They are attended by Maj. Dougherty, and cinct reduced Mr. Gilmer’s majority 9 votes. of New Windsor, and the Experiment of modesty in feeling and action, a shrinking
Cornwall. Returns over $50,000.
from notoriety and public gaze, love of de
selves well. Before the last war, the place interpreters. They will visit the National
Mother, said a stripling, I had a capital
Portland Advertiser.
pendence and protection, aversion to all
increased very mnch, and became largely Theatre this evening.
siffht
can
sight
of
the
Indians
on
Monday,
and
Boston Daily Adv. of With ult.
interested in commerce. All who are fond
that is coarse and rude, and an instinctive
make a conundrum about them.
To the politically prostrate.—Yield grace abhorance of all that tends to indelicacy and
of tracing back the early history of this sec
What is it, Tim, said Mamma.
fully, when people are knocked down the
tion of the country, will find this book in
Large cargo for a canal boat.—Boat Rod
Tim. Why are the Sacs and Foxes like stiller they keep the better—when they at impurity, either in principles or actions.
ney, of Genoa, D. Brown, master, arrived at
teresting.—Zion’s Advocate.
Albany on Monday morning, with a cargo of our fashionable belles ? Do you give it up, tempt to rise it is the easiest thing in the
Mother ?
Women.—An ancient writer remarks,
world for the adversary who is on his feet, to
The History of Kennebunk-port—by Charles six hundred barrels of flour from Seneca
Yes, Tim.
knock them down again.—Keep still, and il If all the world were paper, and all the
Falls,
which
is
the
largest
cargo
of
flour
that
Bradbury—An excellent work, containing
Then,
it
is
because
their
shoulders
are
bare.
don’t make such a noise.—Albany Adv.
sea ink, and all the trees and plants were
«many valuable facts, and highly creditable to has ever been received in Albany by the Ca
Boston Gazette.
the author for its research and ability. There" nal.—Philadelphia Gaz.
pens, and every man in the world were a
ffjr’The last recorded instance of absence writer, yet they were not able, with all their
¿are some interesting passages in it with which
Meteoric.
—
During
the
snow
storm
last
eve

of mind, is that of a man at a hotel, who labor and cunning, to set down all the crafty
we shall enrich our columns at some future
(Cy^The Boston Post says—We thought
day. We hope the sale of the work will be that the Rhode Island election was rather ning, at about 6 o’clock, the whole heavens wiped his face with a newspaper and took deceits of women.
became
lighted
up
with
a
crimson
glow,
so
commensurate with its merits. It is in this tough to swallow, but, by gracious, the New
the napkin to peruse. He. did not discover
strong as to impart its color to the snow, and his error until he attempted to tear off the
village that a company have recently opened York concern is a sneezer.
to almost every other object. After a short ’‘corner wherewith to light his cigar.
A Brother editor thinks that one impor
those extensive quarries of elegant granite—
time it gradually faded away. This remark
tant remedy for the times, would be less
specimens from which now adorn many of
Typical.—Eight printers have been elected able appearance is the more worthy of note,
our city buildings. A well executed vignette,
Col. Johnson, Vice President of the Unit fingering the piano and more fingering the
representing the quarries, is prefixed to the to the Ohio Legislature. There is hope for as occurring so near the anniversary of the ed States, was at New York recently. *
needle.
great
meteoric
shower.
—
Worcester
Spy.
work as a frontispiece.—Portland Advertiser. our country yet.—Portland Transcript.
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[From the N. Y. Commercial Adv.]
THE GREAT FESTIVAL.
Wednesday, the 22d of November, was a
day long and proudly to be remembered by
the people, not only of the city and state of
New York, but by the thousands of guests,
from the East and from the West, from the
North and from the South, who honored us
with their presence, and contributed so large
ly to the enjoyment of the 'occasion. The
weather was unfavorable,

Calls were then made upon the delegates '
Old Massachusetts—Amer ica.n Liberty I she !
IMPORTANT FROM CANADA.
from the other States represented on the oc- I loves to linger beside the cradle where her infanBy the annexed extracts it appears that
casion, which were responded to by Messrs. cy was nursed., “ Adams and Liberty.”
blood has been spilt in Lower Canada, in the
Milledgeville, (Ga.)Nov. 14.
Adams of Burlington, for Vermont, Curtis,! [We are obliged to omit for want of room much contest between the government and the par
for Rhode Island, Flagg, Mayor of New Ila- °f the detail of the remaining prooeedings at the ty of Mr. Papineau.
TROOPS FOR FLORIDA.
ven, for Connecticut, Jackson, of Newark, for dinner. Several of the toasts alluded in warm
Brig. Gen. Charles .H. Nelson with a force
New Jersey, Swift, Mayor of Philadelphia, teri?s l°
CLAY> wllifh wer? ,rieceive1d [From the Montreal Courier, Extra, of!8th ult ]
of about fifteen hundred volunteer mounted In
for Pennsylvania, and Conrad, in febalf of, ""I ‘»»nder. of applause. Maryland; 1 ennsylOn Thursday evening, a considerable num
fantry, arrived at this place on Saturday last,
tile young men of Philadelphia, Nandain, late
^8rsef‘ 8 awa5®>, io, an “
ber of warrants were lodged in the hands of
and yesterday took up the line of march for
r,
.® „
r r\ i ’
n/r ’i- i i ™ es R r n States, w ere hon o rably n oticed, a n d the
Florida. This force has been called into the
Senator in Congress for De aware, Meredith, SE„limenls h
,,ded ¿. oodek How the high constable, who succeeded, with a
service of the United States to terminate the
for Baltimore, and lastly the Hon. Francis . MAN addressed the assembla ge in a speech of party of special Constables, in arresting six of
Several other warrants
murders which have so long disgi aced,our
Granger, for New York. These addresses . thrilling eloquence, and gave a sentiment in the delinquents.
--------- --------------- —The sky was overcast,
country in that unfortunate Territory. Gen.
were all characterized by a generous expres- ’ compliment to the young whigs of Philadelphia, were not served, owing to the absence of the
The morning lowered, and heavily in clouds
Nelson has raised this force at the request of
sion of gratitude to the great State of New ¡ Col. Wlsthrop, of Boston, also again addressed parties. The arrested parties were all safe
came on the day.
York for the wonderful and unprecedented .the meeting in a most happy manner, and was ly lodged in gaol.
Gov. Call, of Florida, who in a letter dated
25th of September, 1837, and another of sub So dense was the haze of the atmosphere, victory she had so gloriously achieved, and ¡ rapturously applauded. Several volunteer sentiWe have not learned positively the precise
and several odes and glees nature of these arrests. Public report declares
sequent date, communicated the wishes of that several of the steamboats freighted with with animated expressions of devotion to the | men!s wer®
ilelegates,
were
detained
until
a
late
hour
in
great and good cause for the Slates which i
Wll!1 fine effect.
the commanding General as to the raising of
them to be for high treason ; and we are
.
, .
1 he party broke op after spending an evening not aware that there is any reason to suppose
the day. But nevertheless all, or nearly all, Sthe severali speakers
these troops.
represented,
and> nt..t
the I> „.hich
feeh'
arrived
in
season
to
participate
in
the
jubilee.
When the express, which was sent with
it incorrect in this particular.
But, gloomy as was the weather, there conclusion ot^aeh.speeeh three cheers were , ofei„que„cei „J tf)(, expression of sonad sentíGov. Call’s letter, reached Gen. Nelson, he
At eight o’clock on the same evening, a
given
for
the
States
to
which
the
speakers
■
was
never
surpassed
on
any
occasion,
and
was engaged in organizing a- force, under were no traces of gloom upon the countenan respectively belonged.
party of 18 of the Royal Montreal Volunteer
j will ever be remembered by all present.
the orders of Gov. Schley, Io be in readiness ces of the people. The morning was ushered
Al half past four o’clock, the meeting at the , During the course of the day and evening the Cavalry, was despatched to St. Johns, with
for the protection of the inhabitants of our in by the firing of cannon, vvliich was con Hall organised —the hospitalities of the city ! roar of artillery was heard from various places, Constable Malo, to effect the arrest of Messrs.
tinued
through
the
day
at
intervals,
according
Cherokee circuit. Being anxious to meet
having been tendered to the sevei/al delega- ! by the discharge of the ohe thousand guns, order- Dr. D’Avignon and Demary. Having quiet
"
• coiinnittee
•..
'?
A large ly effected their object, they set out on their
this call of the Government, Gen. Nelson, by to the published arrangefbetits.. 'The star- tiens thev were requested to repair in procès1 ■ ■by the
ofr- arrangements
spangled
banner
floated
from
the
public
edi

was decorated
with return, about 3 o’clock in the morning, by the
the permission of Gov. Schley, withdrew
sion, with the committee of arrangements, to ' ProPortion of the shippingj was
dee
from that service, and being now free from fices, from the people’s head-quarters in the Niblo’s saloon, where the grand banquet had flags,, and in the evening the ships were beauti same road. Not far from Chambly, they met
any engagement, beset, about raising a force several wards, and from the shipping in the been prepared. Il was moved by some one fully illuminated with lights from the yards and with a party of about 30 persons, variously
topmast, producing a dazzling effect. A large
for the present ^campaign in Florida ; and, in harbor—so that the display was brilliant with of the crowd, that the citizens escort the del- number
of buildings, both private and public, armed, w ho, however, went off as they ap
less than three weeks, had raised and put in out the sun.
egates
to
the
saloon,
and
the
motion
was
carwere brilliantly illuminated. The display bf fire proached.
Indeed,
the
demonstrations
of
joy
were
too
motion the corps of men we have before ad
About a mile from Longueil, they were
works, which was in-tendod, was postponed on ac
general and unequivocal to leave a doubt as ried by acclamation.
verted to.—Fed. Union.
banqueting hall was decorated, and count of the unpleasant state of the weather, warned by a woman that a large body of
to the immeasurable . satisfaction of the theThe
tables spread, in the best style of Mr. Ni- the whole ,city being enveloped in a dense fog men was in waiting for them a little farther
Steamboat Accident.—The Steamboat Rolla people, at the overthrow, as we trust, forev blo, which is saying enough upon that head. and mist throughout the day. In Hudson Square, on ; but for some cause or other, the infor
on her passage from St. Louis to St. Peters, er, of the power of the great walker-in-the- About eight hundred persons sat down to din however, Chatham Square, intersection of. fear! mation was disregarded, and the party pro
having on board thirty persons of the Sioux footsteps of the anarch, to whose tyranny we ner, which was more than the room could and Chatham' streets, Rutgers slip and various ceeded as before. They had gone on but a
Delegation of Indians, on their return from must ascribe “ all our woe.” Broadway and conveniently contain, but several hundred other places, tar barrels were burning, ami rock very short distance, when they found them
,
Washington, collapsed a boiler flue, on the all the principal streets of the city were liter more were admitted into the saloon who ets, bengola lights and other fireworks were set selves
almost close to a body of about 300, in
4lh ult. when below Rock Island. One of ally thronged with men, women and chil could not obtain seats below or above. It off for the amusement of the bystanders.]
a
field on the right of the road, protected by
dren,
many
of
whom,
from
their
appearance,
the firemen was blown overboard and lost.
was the determination of the committee of
a high fence, and armed wirh rifles and mus
SCENES OF THE NIGHT.
No one of the Indian Delegation was injured. Were strangers in the city, visitants to partic Seventy-Six no| to take seats themselves,
kets.
ipate with us in the festivities of this joyous
The grand 'display of Fire Works which
but
give
up
all
for
the
accommodation
of
dis

The party in advance moved on to pass
occasion. In some parts of Broadway, more
Another steamboat Lost.—The steamboat especially in the neighborhood of Masonic tant guests. The Mayor presided, assisted by was to have been exhibited at the Park, and them, but was
yyas received by a heavy fire,
Washington
and
Thompkins
’
Squares,
was
Ceylon, bound to New Orleans from Louis Hall, it was almost impossible to force a pas Philip Hone, P. W. Engs, E. Benson, S. Dra
which it was impossible for them to return
postponed
in
consequence
of
the
dhmpness
ville, was burnt to the water’s edge on Tues
through the dense mass of people who per, jr. Joseph Blunt, D. Graham, jr. Wtn. S. of the evening. The loss of the public exhi with effect, armed as they were with pistols
day last, 30 miles below the Falls of the Ohio. sage
Johnson, M. M. Noah, R. M. Whitmore, D.
only, and from a body which on account of
blocked
up the way.
The Ceylon was full of freight and passen
Ullman, J. Prescott Hall, James Watson bition authorized by the committee, did not, the high fence they could not charge sword
At
eleven
o
’
clock
the
delegates
from
dis

gers. The cargo was principally consumed,
Webb, M. C. Patterson, J. F. Lippitt, and however, prevent a very brilliant display of in hand. Under these circumstances, they
but the passengers escaped, without any loss tant towns and cities of our own and other George Bacon, as Vice Presidents. The rockets, Bengola Lights, meteoric showers, fell back on the 'main body of the party
states,
assembled
at
the
Hall.
At
12
o
’
clock
' beacon lights, bonfires, &c., which were seen
of life,—Cincinnati Whig, Nov. 17.
the meeting was organized, his honor the scene was of the most animating description. in all parts of the city from early evening un though not until several shots had told with
After
the
cloth
was
removed,
the
Mayor
effect upon them.
mayor taking the chair, supported by distin
arose, and after addressing the assembly in a til nine or ten o’clock. All New York', and
Electro Magnetism.—We told the good guished gentlemen on either hand.
Lieut. Ermatinger was w’otmded, we be
a
hundred
thousand
persons
from
abroad,
people, two or three months ago, that Messrs.
As each delegation entered the Hall, it brief but eloquent speech, proposed the fol seemed to throng the streets from sunset un lieve, witii duck shot, in the face and below
Cook & Davenport were fitting up a rail road was received with cheers. The entrance, lowing toast, which was received with the
shoulder. Mr Sharpe received a bullet
til past one o’clock. Numerous processions, the
at their rooms in Barclay street—number 5 ; among the delegatespof Mr. Newconib, a sol most tremendous applause :
through the leg, a little below the knee, and
headed
by
bands
of
music,
passed
to
and
fro
and now we are enabled to tell them that it is dier of the revolution, was greeted by three
Mr. John P. Ashton received a slight wound
‘ Our Country—One in interest, one in recompleted and in operation, and particularly times three. The delegations first received nown, one in constitution, and one in desti from the different ward rooms, giving and re from a slug. Mr. John Molson, jun. had a
ceiving
mutual
congratulations.
The
sailors
well worth seeing. The circumference is were from Philadelphia—the first being a ny.’ ‘ Hail Columbia.’
narrow escape for his life, a bullet passing
were out in two or three processions, with through his cap and grazing bis head. Mr.
about 50 feet, and the moving bodies are a committee appointed by the town meeting of
Aid.
Benson
then
addressed
the
assembly
their
torches,
banners
and
music,
which
locomotive and two cars, weighing altogeth that city, headed by Mr. Swift, the mayor, in an able speech, as a preface to the second
Joshua Woodhouse is also wounded, and we
seemed almost to inspire our Jack tars.— believe from all we hear, severely.
er about 100 pounds. The magnetic wheel and the second by the whig young men of regular toast.
“ Liberty, the bulwark of Republicanism,” we
which gives impetus to the locomotive is six that city, headed by R. F. Conrad, Esq. Ac
Several of the horses, we are told, were
‘ The State of New York — Her sun is risen, saw conspicuously painted upon one of the more or less wounded. In turning to retreat,
or seven inches in diameter, and the power is cording to one estimate,"rhe number of dele
banners.
Even
the
boys
of
the
city
formed
and
the
universal
land
is
gladdened
by
its
generated in two small batteries, not much gates in attendance was 465, of which 70
the wagon in which the constables and the
themselves into processions, with music and two
larger than a quart pot. The train goes were from this state, 7 from Maine, 15 from brightness.’ ‘ Washington’s March.’
persons were, was upset, and necessari
banners,
much,
apparently,
to
the
annoyance
round (he circle about seven times in a min Massachusetts, 22 from Rhode Island. 5 from
Simeon Draper, Jr. then proposed the next
ly left behind by the cavalry, who then made
of their young tory associates. One company
ute, making a velocity of not far from 5 miles Vermont, 62 from Connecticut, 122 from toast, prefaced by the following remarks :
consisting of about 75 or 100 young whigs, their way into Longueil, across the fields.
to the hour—which we take to be a very near New’ Jersey, 104 from Pennsylvania, 1 from
I rise, Mr. Chairman, to offer a sentiment beat their drum lustily under the windows of, On arriving there, they found a detachment
approach to demonstration, as to the practi Delaware, and 27 from Maryland. There is which I am sure will be met with enthusi
the Tammany Wigwam. The big boys of two companies from the 32d Regiment,
cal results of this immensely valuable appli reason to believe, however, that this estimate asm by every Whig in the country.
under Major Reed, who had been despatched
within were not in good temper and drove at
cation.
an early hour from Montreal, to receive
I rise lor the purpose of paying a merited their
is quite too small, as delegates continued to
assailants
from
thé
field.
Messrs. C. and D. are now busily at work arrive from the adjacent country, until the compliment to the easternmost state in the
and support them in case of necessity, but
The
procession
marched
to
the
different
upon a larger machine than any they have hour of sitting down to the banquet.
Union — for the great success we have met ward rooms, and welcomed their brothers in whose orders had unfortunately directed him
yet made, with which they intend to drive a
The d6ors were thrown open to the pub with in this state, must in no small degree be arms, with nine, twelve and fifteen cheers. not to proceed beyond Longueil.
printing press. Yet we dare say that there lic, at about half past twelve, when the great attributed to our brethren in the East.
The prisoners had, however, then made
Four hundred guns were fired at sunset, from their
will be croakers ready to declare, even when I hall was immediately filled to its utmost ca
escape, and the whole body returned to
They have kept in the field, with the ban
so much is accomplished, that the discovery pacity—the crowd remaining spectators of ner offreedom always flying. We have found Yorkville, Colaers Hook. Washington Square, the city for further orders.
and the Park. Two hundred more were fired
never can be made practically useful.
Some two hours afterward, constable Malo
i the interesting proceedings, and listening to them the first to turn upon executive usurpaAs we said before, the rail road is remark the kindling and glowing strains of oratory I tion, and lay prostrate the efforts of a party at nine in the evening, finishing the Grand returned to the city, reporting none others
Salute
of
One
Thousand
guus,
ordered
by
the
ably well worth seeing.—N. Y. Com. Adv.
that were successively poured forth, for more which would perpetuate its power, without Comrnitee of Arrangements. A thousand killed or wounded, and of course without his
prisoners.
than four hours.
reference to the welfare of the country.
guns were also fired during the day
The Pork Trade.—The Chillicothe Gazette,
Sir—Not until the long, low, black cloud, additional
His Honor Aaron N. Clark, mayor of New
understand that the four companies of
premising that for several years past, that York, opened the meeting in an eloquent whicth so long overshadowed the east, had and evening by the Ward Committees, ship theWe
Royals now in town, have received or
masters,
and
by
different
companies
of
young
town has been a mart for buyers and sellers speech,
and proceeded to call upon the sever been dispersed by the bright beams of the men, who took no part iirthe regular celebra ders to march early this morning, under Lieut.
of pork, to a great extent, remarks, that ow al delegations
their chairmen, each whig star of liberty, just risen, were we at all tion. The whole city, from the Battery to Colonel Weiheral), K. H., on special duty
ing to certain influences over which neither of whom wasthrough
introduced to the audience prepared for the battle we have fought and i Harlem, and the surrounding country, as far as not yet precisely disclosed, between Longueil,
party has any control, there have been no with a few appropriate
won in the empire state. The influence of j the roar of cannon could be heard, seemed to and Chambly. They will be accompanied
remarks.
transactions in the article there worth men
First in order, John Neal, Esq. of Portland, its glittering rays illumined our path and be one park of artillery, sending forth from by one, or perhaps two field pieces.
tioning, this season. Purchasers had thus far was introduced, who, on rising, addressed cleared away the mist and doubt which hung
Conflicting reports are current as to the
made no offer exceeding $3,50 per hundred, the meeting in an animated and eloquent about us, and brought us triumphantly into a hundred brazen throats the noise of thun
locale of the unarrested leaders, and of Mr.
der.
—
Express.
and this price had not been acceded to by speech :
the ranks, side by side with old Massachu
Papineau in particular. By some it is confi
sellers. In some parts of Ohio, as stated by
dently stated that he is in town, by others,
Mr. Neal said it was impossible for.him to setts.
that paper, occasional sales had been made
Celebration
at
the
Fifth
Ward.
—
The
whi
gs
of
Without detaining you farther permit me
that he has even left the country, and crossed
of express the feeling that pervaded the state of
at $4. The ~GazeHe 'adds \hat*hundreds
.... ■
the Fifth Ward were out en masse, from dark
to give,
We believe neither report to be
hogs have been driven from that great porrk Maine, at the reception of the news of the j
until past ten o’clock. The procession was long, the line.
country, within a few weeks past, seeking an New York victory. The moment the joyfid ! The State of Maine—That gloriously broke formidable and one of the most imposing we have correct. The authorities, we trust, will lose
eastern market, where better prices seem to announcement was made, the streets were il- the chains of party despotism, and led the ever seen in the city. More than fifty young no time in following up the blow they have
prevail, and that “ thousands more will prob i luminated, and shouts of joy resounded in ev- , van in defence of the constitution and laws.’ I men weye upon horseback, and the transparen- now struck. They havelpassed the Rubicon,
I ery quarter. Maine, he said, had been mis- i —‘ Sublime was the morn when Liberty |I cies and banners were borne by carriages drawn and the success of their measures must hence
ably follow,”— Ball. Pat.
by two and four horses fitted out with decora forth depend mainly on their promptness.
| represented—she had entirely changed her spoke.’
tions prepared for the occasion. Upon one of the
No stone must be left unturned to ensure
Mr. Jewett, one of the delegation from banners
The packet ship Susquehanna was spoken i character ; from her romping volatile disposiwas written “ We will do as much for
Nov. 3, in lat. 43 30, Ion. 51, by ship Pocahon j tion during youth, it had required time for Portland, arose and addressed the assemblage Cambreleng next year and Moore too !” The the arrest of every man, against whom evi
dence can be found to warrant a fair hope
I her to establish her reputation : but if she had ■ in return for the toast just proposed. He
tas, arrived at Philadelphia—all well.
most touching transparency was that drawn by of his conviction.
j been a romping girl in teens, she had at! was happy to be able to say that Maine had four
horses, upon which was painted a full length
There is little doubt expressed in some
Millbury Rail Road.—The Directors of the | length followed the example of her elder sis- been born again, and was now regenerated portrait, representing Martin Van Buren, with
Boston and Worcester Rail Road, with other:
Massaehnset s, and jonted the other mem- and disenthralled. To New’ York all eyes a white ring around his feet, broken apart, under quarters, as to the fact of a warrant being
gentlemen from this city to the number of
° iel *arn|Jy 1,1
great work of re had looked, and when the news of the glori which was written,—“ The Magician and his actually out against Papineau ; but we trust
ous victory here was received, it came like a wand.” Upon the opposite side of the transpa there is no ground for such a doubt.
forty or fifty, by invitation of the citizens of,
AT ,
.
, ,
.
The number of warrants prepared is, we
Millbury, yesterday proceeded to that place I 1 »• Neal continued, by an expression of pardon to a condemned criminal. Maine rency the whig majorities were named in each
in a train of cars, to celebrate the opening of reS*eL l‘*at the delegation from Maine were had
..... thrown out the Vchallenge
iiairoijgv »ui
lucwimrat,
for the
combat, of the States that have recently thrown off the believe, considerable, and some one of them
Magician’s yoke.
must be for the head offender. The arrest
the Millbury Branch of the Boston and VVor-i not in?.re numerous-assuring us that the and New York had taken up the gauntlet,
coster Rail Road. This branch diverges from ' n,eWS °‘ our tr,u,nph had carried joy and ex- and nobly had she battled for it—and nobly
The whigs of the fifteenth Ward paid mark of A. N. Morin in Quebec, shows there is no
the main road at Grafton, and is between i uha.t.!on ¡° every corner of the state-and that had
’ ’ the
1 victory
'
- J.
- addressed ed attention to their fellow citizen Benj. intention of allowing the leaders to leave all
been won. Mr.
three and four miles in length. The arrival I noth,n» but the
interval between the an- the meeting at some length, and in a manner Birdsall, who ns a conservative efficient lead the dangers of revolution to their underlings.
We have reason to hope that a considera
of the tram was announced by the firing of. »«nncement of our celebration and its occur- which was.deserving of the highest credit, er, has done so much to effect a change.
cannon and the ringing of the church bells of !ei/ce’ bad prevented the attendance of a ful- but which our limited space forbids us to They brought a field piece before his door, ble number of additional arrests are likely to
ler representation. This assemblage was un particularize. He concluded by offering the and blazed away until his windows were be made in and near Quebec. The more
the village,—Boston Patriot.
foreseen, and the state had been taken un following toast :
nearly all broken. Mr. Birdsall was too ill to men the better—but the highest must be
prepared. In reference to the revolution in
receive his friends, but roared out of the win- | among the first.
The importance of a single vote.—A gentle Maine,
The
Government
of
the
United
States
he remarked that none were more owes the people an enormous debt—The dow to fire away, even if the house tumbled.
The best argument we can urge upon our
man in this city, from Plymouth, not getting
i readers to induce them to renewed activity
through with his business until after the de-1 surprised at the result, than those who were whigs of the western and northern stales
The illumination of the seventeen 1
*n 'heir country’s cause, is to be
partlire of the stage, took a chaise for home, I best acquainted with the political feeling and have commenced a settlement, and be it the Rooms—of Masonic Hall, and many of the Whig
feeling as he did, the importance of even one j position of the state. It did not proceed from glory and honor of New York state to adjust Hotels—the lights strung mast high upon some found in the events of the last day or two.
of the shipping at our wharves,— appearing like j The long desired blow is at last struck by
vote. That town, it will be seen, gave a whig a temporary and transient excitement. The the account.
change was thorough, complete ; and the
so many stars hung midway between Heaven j the government. Blood has at last been shed
majority ofoNE vote.—Boston Courier.
Mr.
John
Neal,
from
Portland,
said
that
principles on which it was based were deep
and Earth,— the few fire works and the many by the rebels, who now stand unmasked, and
the gentleman who spoke last bad been one
O^’Reuben M. Whitney is denouncing seated, and permanent. It would have grat of the first to oppose the administration of bonfires scattered over all parts of the city, and fairly subject to the worst penalties of the
upon the prominent places in view of the citv, laws they have insulted.
Levi Woodbury, in the Madisonian, as the ified him, he observed, if the delegation from Andrew Jackson. He was one of that des far
and near, gave to some parts of the city, thick,
We see from last night’s Populaire, that
procuring cause of the embarrassments under Portland had been composed entirely of pised and trampled down part of the commu ugly and rainy as the evening really was, the ap
Mr. Demary, one of the parties rescued at
which the energies of the country have been manufacturers and mechanics, as they had nity, who, the government said, knew noth pearance of a city in flames.
Longueil, has just been dischargad from his
so long prostrate ; and in doing this, brings most severely suffered under the evils of the ing about any thing but their money, their
Express.
situation as Post Master at St. Johns.
facts and documents, figures and proofs, to times, and as their heart had been crushed books and their counting-houses. (Loud
under the iron heel of oppression. It was
The Chief of the rebel gang taken.—Amasustain himself.-^ Boston Atlas.
Responses to the New York, Celebration—The I ble Norbert Morin, director in chief of the se
the fault of these classes, perhaps, that the cheering for Mr. Jewett.)
Mr.Neal then gave ‘The merchants of whiijs of Hoboken responded to the New York ditious and treasonable proceedings of the
Georgia.—Gilmer’s majority for Governor, country had been involved in its present ca New York.’
celebration yesterday, by firing two hundred Permanent and Central Committee of Que
lamities. They had neglected their duty till
is but nine votes, out of 67,596.
Mr. Redwood Fisher responded in a short guns at morning and evening, and by lighting up bec, and chief spy of the Montreal Faction,,
it was too late. They had too often staid aEastern Argus ofQQth ult.
thirteen prominent Beacon Lights as emblems of
way from the polls—regardless of their own speech.
was lodged in jail this morning, on a similar
the thirteen original States.
The above is about as near the truth as the interests, or forgetful how far they were in
Mr. Ullman then proposed :—
charge to that on which Jos. Legare, Pierre
Argus generally gets. The whole number of volved in the exercise of the first privilege of
The
whigs
of
Jersey
City
fired
176
guns
at
Vermont—The Thermopylae of the Union ;
votes polled was, according to the official re freemen. Mr. Neal then drew a most happy her rocks and defiles have proved impregna morning and evening, and lighted up 26 Beacon Chassuer, Eugene and Barthelemi Lachance
were arrested. A. N. Morin was cornmited
turns, 67,596. Gov. Gilmer’s majority in the parallel between certain individuals of the ble : her Green Mountain boys have never Lights in the evening, which made a most im until
Saturday, when he will be further ex
whole state is seven hundred and sixty two last eight years and those of the revolution— bent the knee to baal.’ ‘My "heart’s in the posing scene from the jersey shore.
amined.— Quebec Morning Herald oflUlh.
votes.—Portland Adv.
The
whigs
of
Sing-Sing
celebrated
the
day
in
concluding with an exhortation to the Whigs mountain.’
fine style,—with salutes, illuminations, bonfires,
of New York to profit by the experience of
Prescott Hall, Esq., with a few appropri and a public dinner.
(j^The Mobile Register of the 18th ult.
Mr. George B. Ames, who studied law in the past, and promising to aid their future
Suffolk County, where the whigs have gained says that the sch. Blooming Youth, com
this city a year or two since, was the young victories with the support of New England. ate remarks, offered the next toast, which
lawyer who received the stripes at Little He then took his seat amid the long repeat was received as it deserved to be, with an en more than five hundred votes, and reduced the manded by Capt. Mitchell, concerning whom
thusiasm rarely equalled.
Van Buren majority from 1034 to 527, celebrated so much has been said in the Northern pa
Rock. He was convicted before the Cir ed cheers of the audience.
the day by firing 96 guns, and partaking of a pers rn connection with the pirate story, ar
cuit Court, on two indictments for stealing,
Rhode
Island
—
Her
freemen
have
staid
the
Col. Winthrop, of Massachusetts, appeared
rived there on the 17th from Key West iis
and sentenced to receive, on his naked back, next
of corrupt government agents, and public dinner.
the platform, as one of the dele efforts
The whigs of New Jersey generally, agreeably i charge of an officer of an U. S. revenue cut
forty stripes with a raw hide. The sentence gates upon
have
given
an impetus to the cause of our
from
Boston,
authorized
by
his
whig
with a request of the Committee of Arrange ter.
country in this state.
was publicly executed in front of the Court
brethren of that place to present the felicita
ments, celebrated the day by firing a salute of
House, by the Sheriff.—Bangor Post.
Mr.
Win.
Samuel
Johnson
proposed the artillery from Bergen Heights, and by the exhi
tions of the Whigs of Massachusetts at the
Six hundred and thirty seven persons slep®
resultever
of our
election.in that*
Mr.ha^^^^
W. after one of following toast:
bition of bonfires and beacon lights in the eve18th_ult.
house in—Brooksville,
known as I that
resounded
at the Astor Hotel, New York, on the nighe
Fire atthe
Brooksville.
On the morning
the most eloquent and soul-stirring addresses
Connecticut—Her common schools and ! ning.
of the Whig Jubilee.
collegeshave scattered their bright jewels ! The, whigs of the Counties of King’s and
the Barnes bouse, owned and occupied by offering the congratulations of the State of throughout the land ; she is coming to the ' Queen’s, of Richmond and Westchester, fired
Mr. Israel Redman, was destroyed by fire Massachusetts and extending the right hand rescue.—“ Yankee Doodle.”
each a salute at noon, and one or two of the
Elder David Millard, recently from Newfurniture, &c. saved. The building was in of fellowship to the patriotic and regenerated
I counties in the morning and evening, besides York, is engaged to supply the desk of the
The
next
toast
was
introduced
by
Joseph
sured at Thomaston for $700.
their
noon
salutes.
Fire-works
and
bonfires
were
¡¡State of New York.
Baptist Society in Portsmouth, N. H. recently
Blunt, Esq.
exhibited during the evening.—ib.
under the pastoral cqre of Elder Howe.
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The disturbances in Canada.—-Our AARON BURR AND ANDREW JACKMEMORANDA.
To the Hon. Justices of the Court of Common
readers will learn, by an article in another
SON.
Saco, Nov. 27.—Ar. sch. Phaeton, Pike, Bos
Pleas next to be holden at Alfred, within and
“ A fellow feeling makes us wondrous kind.” ton.—Sid. 22d, sch. Hero, Leavitt, do. ; 23d, sch. for the County of York, on the third Monday
part of this number, that the political affairs
SATURDAY. DECEMBER 2, 1837.
Mary,
Staples,
do.
;
sloop
Hanson,
Woodbury,
It seems that Aaron Burr, whose early Gloucester; schs. Ariel, Hill, Boston; Adno,
of October,
D. 1837 :
of Canada are assuming an important aspect,
Michigan.—Mason (V. B.) is re-elected and, it would seem, are rapidly hastening to a years were spent in a camp, whose natuial Murch,
HINEAS THOMPSON, of Harrison, in
do.; Porce, Sargent, Portland ; Agricola,
the County of Cumberland, yeoman,
Governor of this State by a majority of some | crisis. An affray between the troops of the predilections were of a martial character, and Gordon, Boston.
who always nourished schemes of magnifi
, respectfully represents, that he is seized in fee
Cid. at New York, 16th ult. brig Horace, Na
what more than 600 votes, showing a V. B. ! Government and the “ Sons of Liberty” has cent
military achievements, was the first to
as tenant in common with persons to your
loss of about 600 since last August. Eight i taken place, which resulted in the spilling of nominate the hero of New Orleans for the son,of this port, for New Orleans.
petitioner unknown, of one undivided seventh,
- Ar. at Mobile, 15th, biig Adelaide, Card,
Senators were chosen at the late election blood.
i Presidency. He proposed to set him up in Charleston. In port, among others, ships Rajah, part of fifty-two acres of land mpre or less,
opposition to Mr. Monroe as far back as 1815.
I being the southerly half of lot numbered,
seven of these are friendly to the administra
The Montreal Herald of the 21st ult.,— A letter from him to his Son-in-law, Gov. Al up for Liverpool, atfd ; Medora, Budd, do. Idg. twenty three in range C. in the town of Bux-»
at. do. ; Harriet, Rockwell, for Havre, at Qc°;
tion and one is a whig. Of 50 Representa three days later than the date of the paper
ston, discloses the fact.—Portland dldv.
ton in said county of York, being the same
brig Janus, for Baltimore, ijt fc.
tives elect, 28 are administration men and 22 t from which the intelligence alluded to was
Sch. Spartan, Presbury, of Taunton,from New | land of which James Norton of said Buxton
whigs. Last year there was only one whig derived,—states that Mr. Papineau was one
It is a fact, thril the celebrated proclamation Yor^i, laden chiefly with flour, was cast away died seized and possessed ; and that he is dein the Legislature—(in the House.)
iributed to General Jackson, against the on Fishef’/S Island on the 22d ult. 'Phe cj;ew, i sirous of occupying and improving hissaid
of the individuals against whom a warrant
¡ Nullifiers of South Carolina^ wi itten by Mr. it is supposed, consisted of 5 meh and a boy, all seventh part thereof in severalty,—He there-,
fore prays, that after due proceedings had,
Mississippi Election.—Sufficient returns had been issued, but he could not be found, Trist and Edward Livingston, and upon of whom, together with a passenger, perished.
his said share may be set off to him according
have been received to render it highly proba and it was supposed he had gone to the United which the friends of Jackson have plumed
PHINEAS THOMPSON.
Newburyport Bar.—In consequence of a to law.
¡
themselves
so
much,
and
given
their
idol
so
States
for
the
purpose
of
obtaining
aid
to
his
ble that Mr. McNutt (V. B.)has been re-elect
Copv,—Attest,
much praise, was never signed by him. change in the Bar near the mouth of Newbury
cause.
—
Tbe
blacksmith
at
Longueil
who
ed Governor, and that Messrs. Prentiss and
JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
Jackson did not, and would not sign it. His port harbor the directions laid down in the Coast
Wood (the whig candidates) have been cho took off the handcuffs from the rescued pris name was directed to lie placed at the bot Pilot for making that harbor, viz t£ You must
keep the lights in a range, and run for them till
STATE OF MAINE.
sen members of Congress by a large majority. oners, during the affray of the 16(h, had ar tom of it by another, after it had been sent within a cable’s length of the Eastern Light,” is
Messrs. Claiborne and Gholson, chosen last rived at Monti eal in charge of a constable. to the printer. There is now noofficial copy incorrect. In consequence of the shifting of the York...ss... Jit the Court of Common Pleas, be^>
of that document in the department of state, l, bar, a vessel following these directions, would go
gun and held at .Alfred, within and for the
summer at a special election, members of Con The lifeless body of a citizen had been found bearing Jackson's signature.
County of York, on the third Monday of Oc
directly upon it.
in
a
thicket,
near
the
scene
of
the
engage

tober, J1.D. 1837 :
gress, for the extra session, declined offering
Shipmasters unacquainted with the channel as
it
is
a
fact,
now
for
the
first
time
made
N the above petition the Court order, that
themselves for a poll, the U. S. House of ment of the 16th.— rhe six prisoners were public, in the second volume of Davis’s Life it now is, had better take a pilot before attempt
ing to enter the harbor.
the Petitioner give notice to all persons
Representatives having decided that they to be escorted from Chambly to Montreal on of Burr, that Jefferson’s first election to the
Custom House, Boston, Nov. 15, 1837.
interested in the premises, by causing an atthe
21st.
—
Some
of
the
individuals
against
office of President of the United Shatés, was
were duly elected for the whole term. The
^§Ied copy of said petition and this order
Notice to Mariners.—Two Light Houses have thereon to be published three weeks sue-,
administration party, in some counties, did whom warrants had been issued, and others, compassed by a fraud of his own commission,
in
the
canvassing
of
the
votes
of
the
States
erected on Ipswich Beach, which will be (•essively in the Kennebunk Gazette, a news-,
not, in consequence of these movements, were laboring zealously to stir up the citizens before the two Houses ofCongress. But for been
to acts of violence, but, it seems, with little this fraud, neither Jefferson nor Burr, but lighted on the 1st day of December next. The paper printed at Kennebunk in said county
vote for members of Congress.
Lights bear from each.other W. one quarter N. of York, the last publication to be thirty days
success.
Charles Cotesworth Pinckney would have and E. one quarter S. Keeping the two Lights at least before the next term of said Court to
Alabama.—The votes for Governor, at the
in one will lead over. the. bar in the best waler,
The Montreal Herald, of 23d hit. says the been elected.—N. I7. Com. dldv.
a little to the south of the buoy.. Run in close be held at Alfred aforesaid, on the second
election in this State last August, have been the Patriots have 6000 men under arms in
to the beach, and follow it up close too, to avoid Monday of February next, that all persons
Cambreleng's
Windows.
—
Our
distinguish

officially canvassed, and show a Van Buren the vicinity of St. Charles (their head quar
the Northern spit, on the starboard hand; run interested may then and there shew cause,
ed
commereial
representative
happens
to
re

majority of 4137. Bagley (V. B.) had 21,800 ters.)—The tri-colored flag was raised on the side opposite to Benjamin Birdsall, in the up round the first high bluff head, where will be if any they have, why the prayer of said
found safe anchorage. There is eight feet of petition should not be granted.
—Oliver (whig) 17,663.
church at Belle Riviere on the 19th ult. Fifteenth Ward. The Whig citizens in firing water on the bar at low waler.
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk,
a
salute
in
honor
of
the
latter
gentlemen,
by
Copv,
The Bank Convention met in New York where many of the French people met, arm the concussion of the field piece broke tbe
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerl;,
¿PROBAT E WTICES.
on Monday last. About 100 delegates from ed. In the same place a demand had been windows of the former distinguished individ
Nov. IL
various parts of the country were present. made at the stores by the Patriots for all the ual.— N. Y. Express.
€ourt of Probate.
The convention sat with closed doors ;—it powder on hand. They succeeded in obtain
N consequence of the sickness of the
We understand that the whigs held a
ing
over
100
lbs.
—
Agents
were
employed
in
Oily
groceries.
w*as understood, however, that a temporary
Judge, the Court of Probate, which was
meeting on Tuesday evening, at which it
collecting
money
and
enrolling
names.
—
to
have
been
held
at
North
Berwick
on
the
organization was the only business transact
was resolved that in their contemplated cele
UST received a fresh supply of the above
Fortification camps and block houses were bration for their New York triumph, they take first Monday of Deceinber next, is adjourned
ed prior to its adjournment to Tuesday.
articles, viz :
going up near Grand Brule and St. Eustuche. up a general collection for the benefit ot‘ the suf- to the third Monday of said month, to which
Compound Syrup of Sarsaparilla ; Cough
time and place all matters and things pend-,
fering
poor
every
individual
to
contribute
—
A
portion
of
some
boats
loads
of
wheat,
New Hampshire State Convention.—
Drops; Hive Syrup ; Lee’s, Dean’s, Head*
what he can afford.
We like this—and ing in and returnable to said Court are con ach, Braudreth’s and Anti-dyspeptic Pills ;
Bv order of the Judge,
The Whig State Convention, in New Hamp shipped at St. Aiitoine, had been seized for though we are indiscriminately' opposed to tinued.
Port Wine ; Alcohol ; Camphor ; Snlpher ;
Attest, WM. CUTTER ALLEN, Reg.
shire, was held at Concord, on the 21st tilt, the Patriot army.— Papineau was at .'St. political rejoicings—yet in this instance we
Cream Tartar ; Indian Oil and Indian Dye,
Nov.
28,1837.
Charles
on
the
21st
ult.
—
Disturbances
had
shall rejoice too ;—not because New Y^ork
in compliance with a call from the Central
for coloring the hair ; Macassar Oil ; Bear’s
Committee. It was the largest convention broken out at Vandreuil.—The two individu has been carried by the whigs-—or carried by dll a Court of Probate held at Alfred, within Oil, &c. Essences Peppermint; Lemon j
any one else ; but because charity and relief
and for the County of York, on the first Cinnamon; Rose ; Hemlock ; Tansey. Oils,
of delegates ever held in the “ Granite State,” als rescued from the volunteer cavalry, and is about being carried into the ranks of tbe
Monday of November, in the year of our Gums, Tinctures, &c. too numerous to par
several
other
patriots,
against
whom
war

more than six hundred being present. The
poor. As long as a parly does this, we wish
Eord eighteen hundred and thirty seven, by the ticularize.
meeting was called to order by G. W. Ela, rants were issued or it was expected would they may have a victory to celebrate every
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge ot said
Groceries.
day
in
the
year.
Ram
down
yóur
big
guns
Esq. Chairman of the Whig Central Com be, have taken up their residence in the
Court :
Teas, Coffee, Sugar, Molasses, Rice,
with plenty of shin plasters, and blaze away
ARY STONE, administratrix of the Cheese, Smoked Herring, Sperm and Tallow
mittee. Hon. Andrew Pierce, of Dover, was Slates.—Arrests were frequemly made by the with
them at the poor. Give them occasion
estate of ifilliam Stone, late of Shap- Candles, Box and Cask Raisins, Currants,
appointed Chairman pro tern. The Conven agents of tbe governrnent.
to rejoice at the triumph of benevolent and lib
leigh, in said county, deceased, having pre
Chocolate,

prepared Cocoa, Cocoa shells, Sal
eral principles, over those of cruel avarice and sented her first account of administration of Soda (for washing,) Ginger, Allspice, Pepper,
tion was then organized by the appointment
IMPORTANT FROM* CANADA.
lean
and
lank
dispair.
—
Daily
Focus.
of Hon. Joseph Healy as President, who, on
the estate of said deceased :
Cloves, Mace, Cinnamon, Nutmegs, SaleraFree Press Office,
?
ORDERED—That the said administratrix tus, Tobacco, Cigars.
taking the chair, addressed the Convention
Burlington, Vt. Nov. 26. $
Among the recent appointments we have give notice to all jiersons interested, by caus
— also—
in a few brief, but energetic and pertinent,
Canada—Engagement between the loyalists seen none more gratifying than the following. ing a copy ofthis order to be published three
A complete assortment of CONFEC
remarks. Four Vice-Presidents and four
The personage alluded to is a favorite with weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga TIONARY, Nuts, Fruit, Tamarinds, &c.
and patriots.—Sixteen killed and wound
all. He is indeed beloved by every body.
Secretaries were also appointed. A com
ed !
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
Sold cheap for cash.
Phil. Gaz.
By the steamboat Franklin, which arrived
SAMUEL JORDAN.
that they may appear at a Probate Court to
mittee of ten was appointed,—of which Hon.
OFFICIAL.
9 o’clock this morning, we learn that an
Nov. 24.
be held at Alfred, in said County, on the first
Salma Hale, of Keene, was chairman,—to at
.Appointment
by
the
people
of
New
York.
—
engagement has taken place between two
Monday of January next, at ten of the clock
prepare and report Resolutions ;—a commit hundred of the British regularsand the Can GENERAL JOY, to reign in the hearts of in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
DR. COLBY,
tee of ten was also appointed,—of which adians, at St. Dennis, in which the latter were the American people, in place of General have, why the same should not be allowed.
BOTANIC PHYSICIAN,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Office next door to Mr. Stevens' Jeweller's shop,
Charles W. Cutter, Esq., of Portsmouth, was successful. The loyalists lost 16, killed and Jackson, resigned.
A true copy—-Attest,
Main St.—House near Kennebunk-port,
chairman,—to prepare an Address to the wounded, and two.brass pieces. Capt. Mal
(t/^Mr. Van Buren’s own county (Colum
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
com is reported as mortally wounded. Tbe
RESPECTFULLY tenders Iris profession
People.—In the afternoon the Convention patriot loss was notknowp.
Dec. 2.
bia) went against him this year, the first time
al services to the inhabitants of Ken
proceeded to ballot for a candidate for Gov
It appears that the patriots have made a the whigs ever carried it.
nebunk, and vicinity, Having had about ten
CmMimssioisers? Wotice.
years experience in the administration of Veg-s
ernor ;—the whole number of ballots was 552, stand at St. Charles, about 30 miles below
The Bangor Whig says that it is rumored fin HE subscribers having been appointed etable Medicine, with a success that will bear
Montreal,
and
are
repairing
an
old
French
of which James Wilson, jun. of Keene had fort. Their number is stated at two thous that an express has gone to Washington from A by the Hon. William A. Hayes, Judge
comparison with that of any other physician,
357, and he was declared to be duly nominat and or more, and well armed, and furnished, the British Provincial Government, for the of Probate for the County of York, Commis he hopes to merit the confidence and patron
purpose
of
obtaining
permission
from
our
au

sioners to receive and examine the claims of age of those who need his professional ser
ed. A resolution approving the nomination and that they have eight brass pieces. On
thorities to transmit 10,000 British troops the creditors to the estate of
vices.
was then- adopted “ unanimously and by ac Wednesday a detachment of 800 regulars from Halifax and New Brunswick, to Que
JOSIAH TRAFTON,
and 300 volunteers left Montreal with the in
Persons from a distance, or those who prem
clamation.”
tention of breaking up this post. They land bec, and Montreal, through the State of late of Shaplcigh, deceased, represented in ier it, can be accommodated at his residence,
solvent, and the term of six months being al where every possible attention will be paid,
In the course of the afternoon, Gen. Wil ed on Thursday, and had taken up their line Maine.
lowed said creditors to bring in and prove at a reasonable price.
son,—who had been waited upon by a com of march for St. Charles.
The advance
The Governor of Ohio designated the 30th their claims ; we, therefore, give notice that
He will keep on hand a general assortment
mittee oftbe Convention and informed of guard, consisting of200 regulars, had pro ultimo as the day for the election of a mem we will attend to that service at the dwelling
most approved
his nomination,—appeared and in a short, but ceeded as far as St. Dennis, when they were ber of Congress in place of Mr. Loomis, re- bouse of William Sayward, in Shapleigh, on of theVEGETABLE
MEDICINES,
attacked by the Canadian populace, and after s igned.
the first Saturday in December next, and the
spirited and eloquent, address, “ signified to a severe engagement driven back, with the
AMONG WHICH ARE
five following months, from one to six o’clock
VEGETABLE ELIXIR, Vegetable Pow
the Convention bis deep sense of the distin loss above stated.
The interior of Mr. Dewey’s church, in New in tbe afternoon of said days.
ders, Strengthening Plasters, Salves, Oint
On Thursday night a steamboat arrived at
guished honor they had conferred upon him
WM. SAYWARD, ? n
York city, was burnt on tbe morning of
ments, Balsams, Pills,„ Syrups, Eye-Water,
IVORY BRAGDON, $ Co!nmissl°ners. Bitters, Restorative, Essences, &c. &c. tec.
by selecting him as their candidate, and his Montreal, bringing the bodies of the slain,
when a new detachment, consisting of the the 26th ult. together with the organ, chande
Sbafileigh, Nov. 25, 1837.
willingness now and ever,at all times and entire regular force in the city, was immedi
Kennebunk, Me., Nov. 2, 1837.
liers, a library, &c. Loss estimated at $30,000
under any circumstances, adverse or prosper ately despatched down the river. The next
—insurance on building $12,000—on organ
Wsiated Immediately
Almanacs, &c.
ous, to serve them and the people of his na boat will undoubtedly' bring us further ami
$3000. The fire is suppqspd to have been
HUSHELS oi'WHEAT,— ■OOBERT B. THOMAS’ FARMER’S
more
decisive
particulars,
which
w
7
e
shall
tive State, in whatever station they might
for which a lair price will sA ALMANAC, for 1838, calculated par
publish in another bulletin. All seems to de communicated by an incendiary. The policy be paid,—by
place him, to the best of his ability.”
pend on the result of this expedition, as the on the House expired at noon on the day of
ticularly for the Slate ot Maine, at publisher’s
BRYANT & WARREN.
The Committees on resolutions and an ad entire regular force of the government is en
prices by the gross, dozen or single copy,
the fire.
Kennebunk,
Nov.
24,
1837.
Miniature Almanac, for 1838,—by the 100,
dress to the people, severally made reports, gaged in it. The patriots-have a foundry at
dozen or single, at half the usual prices ;
St. Charles and are casting their own cannon.
which were unanimously accepted.
I^eatlier
Preservative.
The steamer Bangor left Boston on Sun
American Almanac for 1838.
Report says that the patriot force at St.
ATRIDGE
’
S
Leather
Preservative
for
The Convention adjourned in the evening Charles
A further supply of
is under the command of two French day last, with 400 U. S. Seamen' from the
rendering
Bools
and
Shoes
impervious
—the utmost harmony and enthusiasm hav officers of distinction, trained under Bona Navy Y7ard, for Neyy York.
to water, while it softens and improves tbeStories from Real Life—part 4, containing
ing characterized its proceedings, and a parte. Of this, however, we have no au
leather.
An excellent article, also, for the Savings Bank and other Stories ;
HYMENEAL?
Too fast and too far ; or, the Cooper and
strong determination being manifested by its thentic information.
Chaise tops, Harnesses, &c. &c.
the Currier. No. 15 of Sergeant’s series of
members to make a “ long pull and astrong
MARRIED
—
In
this
town,
on
Sunday
eve

The celebration of the 22d ult.—We
ELLS’ PASTE BLACKING—believed Temperance Tales ;
puli” to redeem their Slate.— Gen. Wilson have occupied considerable space in our col- ning last, by Mr. Wm. M. Bryant, Mr. Richard
to be the best article of the kind in the
The Poor Rich Man and the Rich Poor
L.
P
eabody, to Miss Eliza Boothby, all of this
market.
For sale by
D. REMICH.Man ; Live and Let Live ;
is a gentleman of fine talents, unexceptiona umes to-day with the particulars of the grand to wn.
Nov. 16, 1837.
Phillips’ Developement of Female Charac->
ble character, and a sound republican
he celebration in New York on the 22d ult.—be
In Lyman, 23d ult. by John B. Porter, Esq.
ter ; The Young Lady’s Friend ;
Mr.
E
ben
C.
E
mmons
of
Malden,
Mass,
to
Miss
is extensively known, and wherever known lieving that we could not occupy the same
VALUABLE MUSIC BOOKS. My Son’s Manual;
Betsey Davis of Lyman.
is respected and esteemed by all parties.— space with matter which would be more gen
Young Man’s Aid.
In Saco, Mr. Frederick T. Storer, to Miss
HE ODEON—a Collection of Secular
POCKET BIBLES, put up in elegant and
New Hampshire opens the campaign, for the erally acceptable. The details are derived Hannah K. Spring.
Melodies, arranged and harmonized
In Alfred, Mr. Ivory Griffin, to Miss Mary
durable bindings, at reduced prices.
for four voices ; designed for adult Singing
ensuing political season, in March. The from the New York Daily Express and the
Jane Clark.
For sale by
D. REMIQHf
Schools and social Music Parties. By G, J.
whigs have every thing to encourage and an New York Com. Advertiser.
In Lyman, Mr. Charles C. P. Johnson, to Miss
Kennebunk, Oct. 28, 1837,
Webb
and
Lowell
Mason,
Professors
in
the
Priscilla
Fletcher.
imate them,—if they “ do their duty” faithful
Boston Academy of Music. As the title page
ly before the election and at the polls, there
Whig Supper.—Some seventy or eighty
sets forth, this work is designed for Singing PURE SPERM OIL.
OBITUARY.
cannot be a doubt that they will free them gentlemen in Portland, desirous of sympathis
Schools. It contains the rudiments, arranged
selves from the shackles by which they have ing with the whigs ofNew York, partook of DIED—In Saco, 21st ult. Mr. Lemuel Booth on the Pestalozzian plan, and an appendix,
GALLONS Pure Winby, 54. A child of Mr. Thomas D. Foss, 3years. containing instructions for developing and
JisOMLP
ter Strained Sperm Oil,
so long been trammelled, and that New an excellent supper provided at Thorp’s, on
In Biddeffird, Capt. Moses Bradbury, 71.
training the voice. The table of contents
2000 gallons Bleached do.
Hampshire will take her stand with the re Wednesday evening, 22d ult. Several ex
In Westbrook, 15th ult. Mr. Thomas Harmon, embraces, besides new pieces, many of the
500 “s Pure Fall do.
generated and disenthralled States of the cellent speeches were made on the occasion, of Hollis, aged 22.
finest and most popular airs, harmonized for
500 “ Pure Summer do.
In New Castle, 10th inst. Mrs Rachel, wife four voices.
Union.
and appropriate songs and spirited toasts add of Rev. Jotham Sewall, jr. aged 43 years.
subscriber having established a Facto
THE BOSTON ACADEMY’S COL ry The
for the manufacture of Oil, will keep the
ed much to the hilarity of the entertainment.
LECTION
OF
CHURCH
MUSlC-pubHon. Daniel Webster visited Concord, N. The evening passed off very pleasantly.
At Rosemount, Maryland, 24th Nov. Dr. i lished under the direction of the Boston A- article constantly for sale at the Factory in
Joseph Kent, Senator of the United States cademy of music—consisting of the most Fore Street, or at No. 8 Merchants Row, at
H. on Wednesday, last week. The whigs
the lowest Boston prices. Warranted equal
from.the State of Maryland. His ¡death was
of C. improved the opportunity thus afforded
A public dinner was given to Messrs. Bell ; caused by a fall from his horse, while riding popular Psalm and Hymn Tunes, Anthems, to anv manufactured in the United States.
Sentences,
Chants-,
&c.,
old
arid
new
;
togeth

them to tender a public supper to this distih- and Graves, on their return from Boston, by over his farm, or in the neighborhood of it.
ALEX. H. LADD,
er with many beautiful Pieces, Tunes and
gtlished statesman. About 150 citizens and the whigs of Worcester, Mass.
Portsmouth, N. H., Feb. 25, 1837. epigtf.
He was much respected and beloved for his Anthems, selected from the works of the
public and private virtues.
strangers sat down to the table. Mr- W. ad-l
most distinguished masters. New edition.
The whigs of Hartford, Conn, celebrated
dressed the company (increased to several
THE JUVENILE LYRE; or Hymns 1OOO' Lbs’ 1,ONEY’for sa,B
and Songs, Religious, Moral and Cheerful ;
SHIP NEWS.
hundreds after the removal of the cloth) in a the triumph of whig and conservative princi
S. JORDAN.
set to appropriate Music, for Primary and
KENNEBUNK, DEC. 2? 1837?
speech which occupied about an hour in the ples, as exhibited in the results of the late
Kennebunk, Noy. 4, 1837.
Common Schools. By Lowell Mason.
delivery, and which was listened to with elections in New York and elsewhere, on the
For sale by
D. REMICH.
ARRIVED.
R. DEAN’S celebrated RHEUMATIC
much gratification by all present. Several 22d ult., in an appropriate manner. Messrs.
Dec. 2.
Nov. 30.—Sch. Hiram, Haskins, Gloucester.
PILLS, received direct from the Pa
Bell of Tennessee and Graves of Kentucky,
other gentlemen addressed the company.
SAILED.
tentee.
Nov. 26 —Sloops Nancy, Rice, Weymouth ;
were present.
KOTICE.
BECKWITH’S Anti-Dyspeptic Pills.
Traveller, Rice, do. ;
Congress assembles at Washington on
LL persons indebted to the late firm of EVANS’Camomile and Aperient Pills.
Melvina, Ford, do. ;
Dr. HOLMAN’S Medicines.
Monday next.
MILLER & HALL, either by Noteor
A new whig paper, called The Northern
Sch. Mary-Harriet, Oaks, Boston ;
Account, are requested to pay the balance to All of which are warranted genuine. Con
27
—
Schs.
Grape,
Ward,
do.
;
Statesman, has been commenced at Ells
stantly on hand and for sale by
the subscriber without anv further delay.
An ¡adjourned session of the Executive
Dove, Peabody, Newburyport ;
D. REMICH.
PORTER MALL.
Brig Packet, Pope, Charleston ;
Council of this State commenced at Augusta worth, in this State. Charles Lowell, Esq. is
Kennebunk, Nov. 10, 1837. Sloop Pacific, Emery, Boston.
Kennebunk, Nov. 7, 1837.
the editor.
yesterday.
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In Senate, March 16,1837.
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PROBATE NOTICES.

T R Y >_______The Joint Select Committee to which wasi

N LOW SPIRITS—Low spirits

is a

state of the mind accompanied
Obycertain
indigestion, wherein the greatest evils are

referred an order of March 9, 1837, in rela
S. H. GOULD
apprehended upon the slightest grounds, and
of Probate held
tion to the subject of Private Corporations, At a Court
j r~
/
rat vAlfred, with TEAS just received a prime assortment of the worst consequences imagined. Ancient
Ei ,.. S. SIGOURNEY— MUSIC BY HENRY RUSSELL. have had the same under consideration, and
in and for the County of York, on P
the
FALL & WINTER GOODS, which I
first Monday of November, in the year of our afe offeretJ ,
f Cagh of approved Credit. medical writers supposed this disease to be
Drink, friends, drink deep—the noon is high; report a bill which is herewith submitted,
confined to those particular regions of the ab
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-seven, by
Drink, and forget your care—
and the committee recommend that said bill
AMONG THEM ARE THE FOLLOWING I
domen, technically called hypochondria,
the Hon. WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge\
The sultry summer suns are nigh—
be referred to the next Legislature, and that
auiu v-wiwi
Blue, Inv. Green, Claret, Brown, which are situated on the right or left side of
Drink, and your strength repair :
of said
Court:
Ii
the Secretary of State cause the same to be
lTve'fERGUSON, administratrix of 'Sleel ar«d Oxford Mixed Broadcloths
va- that cavity, whence comes the name hypo
The deer, that from the hunter flies,
„ i; aQattl
published in all the newspapers which pub OLIVE FER.UrUOX/LN, ntHUluraiiauu ui
the
estate
of
Joshua
Ferguson,
late
of
,
nety
of
Cassimeres
Buckskins,
and
batt
- chondriasis.
The warrior, red with slaughter,
lish the laws of the Slate, six weeks succes-;
The camel, ’neath the burning skies,
» Hunter’s Cloth, Kersey, Pilot Cloth, and
SYMPTOMS.—The common corporeal
sively, the last publication to be previous to Shapleigh, in said county, deceased, having ■ i eiviBuuui,
Quaff deep the crystal waler !
symptoms are, natuiency
flatulency in tne
the stoma
stomach or
presented her first account of administra-11 etersh-inn’ ivi
,or u.ci
ov®r uuuis
co?ls ,’ irnvn,
the first Wednesday of January next.
tion of the estate of said deceased for allow : White Flannels; Red Serge, Black and VV lute ■ ^owe|gj acred eructations, costiveness,, spasRUFUS SOULE, per order.
Our father, Sun, the example gives,
ance : and also her petition for an allowance | Cotton Flannel; Plain and Figured Men- mo(jjc paing»giddiness, dimness of sight, palOur mother, Earth, also ;
often an utter inability of fixing
out
of the personal estate of said deceased : j noes, Alepine, Goal’s Hair and Worsted , pjtatjong.
He, jocund, drinks above the clouds,
In Senate, March 17,1837.
,,A j Camblets ; a good assortment of English and j
altenlton Upon any subject of importance
ORDERED—That the said administratrix
She, blushing, drinks below—
Read and accepted, sent down for concur give notice to all persons
irsuiis interested.
iutcicBicd, by
American Prints, Merino Shawls, Bleached j or ei1gagnig in anything that demands vigor
Pledge high, pledge long, the friends you love,
I
rence.
J. C. TALBOT, President.
to ’be published
B‘own Sheetingsland Shirtings, Batting, or courage. Also
....................
• mind
•
languidness—the
be
To absent wife and daughter,
causing a copy of this order
<
,
Or blooming maid who rules your heart,
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk Wadding, Beaver and W’oollen Gloves, Kki comes irritable, thoughtful, desponding, mel
Drink deep—but only water !
House of Representatives, March 18, 1837. Gazette, printed at Kennebunk in said coun do., Angola do., Buck Mittens, Bleached ancholy, and dejected, accompanied with a
ty, that they may appear at a Probate Court Linen ; Padding, Canvass, Black, Blue-black, total derangement of the nervous system.—
Read and accepted in concurrence.
I love the man sincere al heart,
H. HAMLIN, Speaker.
to be held at Alfred, in said county, on the and Drab Italian Sewing Silk, best quality ; The mental feelings and peculiar train of
I love the man who takes his part;
first Monday of January next, at ten of the good Metal Coat Buttons, Covered Lasting ideas that haunt the imagination and over
J love the man who will be free,
STATE OF MAINE.
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any do., Brown Drilling, Striped' Shirting, Foun whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite di
I love the man of liberty ;
dation Muslin, Silk and Cotton Flag Hand
I love the man who loves to labor,
In the year of our Lord one thousand eight they have, why the same should not be al kerchiefs, Red and Yellow Pongee do., Bed versity. The wisest and best of men are as
I love the man who loves his neighbour,
open to this affliction as the weakest.
lowed.
hundred and thirty-seven.
Lace, Quality Binding, Tapes and Braids,
I love the man who loves his wife,
TREATMENT.—The principal objects of
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
An Act authorizing individuals to avail them
Braces, Colored Cambrics, Silk Velvet, Thi treatment are, to remove indigestion and
I love the man who loves not strife,
A true copy—Attest,
selves of corporate powers in certain cases.
1 love the man who loves not gold,
bet Handkerchiefs, Cotton Checked Cravats, strengthen the body, and to enliven the spir
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Section 1. Be it enacted by the Senate
I love the man candid and bold,
Neck Stocks, Imitation Goat’s Hair Caniblel, its, which may be promoted by exercise, ear
Nov. 11.
I love the man, summer and winter,
and House of Representatives in Legislature
Serge and Frieze Cloth, Factory Warp, ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant con
Who ne’er forgets to pay the PRINTER.
assembled, That any two or more persons Al a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, with Pound and Paper Pins, Belts, English Ging versation. The bowels (if costive) being care
may have a corporate name, sue ami be sued,
in and for the County of York, on the frst ham, Silicies, Shalloon, Merino Trimming. fully regulated by the occasional use of»
appear, prosecute and defend, to final judg
Monday in November, in the year oj our Lord White Florence, Bed Tick, Cricking, Shoe mild aperient.
Sheriff’«- Sale.
We know nothing better
eighteen hundred and thirty-seven, by the Hon. Thread, Ladies’ Travelling Baskets, Chil calculated
v
fgXAK-EN on execution, and ment and execution, in ail courts and places
to obtain this end, than Dr. Wm#
York, ss. j|
WI|| be go|(j a( public Auc whatsoever; may have a common seal,
WM. A. HAYES, Judge oj said Court :
dren’s Fur Capesand Neckties, Pelerines and Evans’ Aperient Pills—being mild and cer
tion, at the Post Office in South Berwick in which they may alter at pleasure, elect all ON the petition of Nahum terguson, one Comforters, Small Highland Shawls, for tain in their operation. The bowels being
of the heirs of the estate of Joshua children ; Men’s Thick Boots, Boy’s do.,
said County, on Saturday the sixteenth day needful officers, and make all by-laws and
cleansed, his inestimable Camomite
of December next, at two of the clock in the regulations, consistent with the laws of this Ferguson, late of Shapleigh in said/ county, Children’s do., Men’s Thick Shoes, Boy’s do., once
Pills, (which are tonic, anodyne and anti
afternoon, all the right in equity which James State, necessary and proper for the due and deceased, praying for a division of the real es Women’s Shoes and Slippers, Children’s spasmodic)
are an infallible remedy, and?
JP. Frost of said South Berwick has to redeem orderly conducting their affairs, and the man tate of said deceased, among all the heirs Shoes, and India Rubber Over Shoes.
without
dispute
have proved a great blessing
agement
of
their
property,
under
the
limita

thereto
:
the following described tract or parcel of land
to the numerous public.
Hard Ware and Cutlery*
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
with all th© buildings thereon, situated in tions, restrictions and regulations hereinafter
Some physicians have recommended &
Wood Saw Plates and Frames; Knives
tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased,
said South Berwick, bounded as follows, viz. provided.
beginning at the southeast corner of a lot of
Sect. 2. Be it further enacted, That and to all persons interested in said estate, and Forks ; Plated Table and Tea Spoons ; free use of mercury but it should not be re
land which Isaac P. Yeaton, & Co. bought of whenever any two, or more persons wish to by causing a copy of this order to be pub Brittania and Iron do. ; Saw Files; Bellows; sorted to ; as in many cases it will greatly ag*
Nathan B. Folsom, and running westerly by avail themselves of the powers described in lished in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Hearth Brushes ; Hatchets and Hammers ; gravate the symptoms.
said Yeaton & Co.’ts land one hundred feet; the first section of this act, they shall sever Kennebunk in said county, three weeks Sad Irons ; Bed Cords and Sacking Lines ; qpHE DIFFERENCE.—It cannot he dethence southeasterly by land of Nathan B. Fol ally sign a certificate, which shall contain successively, that they may appear at a Coffee Mills ; Augurs ; Glue ; Nails ; Skates ; JL nied that whilst many medicines
som one hundred feet to land of Daniel Good the name of the corporation to be created, Probate Court to be holden at Alfred, in said Pocket Knives ; Jacket Lamps ; Manure which are recommended to the public, have
win ; thence northeasterly by said Daniel the names and respective places of residence county, on the first Monday in January Forks, &c. &c. &c.
not even the negative merit of harmlessness,
Also, Sheet Lead.
Good win’s hind one hundred feet to the road, of all the corporators, the amount of the capi next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
there are others which it would be great in
A
good
assortment
of
Crockery
and
Glass
thence by said road one hundred feet to the tal stock intended to be used, and the a- shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer
justice indeed, and suicidal prejudice to in
Ware.
place begun at, being the same premises now mount owned by each corporator, and the of said petition should not be granted.
volve, untried, in a common condemnation.
Groceries.
occupied by said Frost. The above describ general nature of the business to be transact
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
And when a medicine comes endorsed with
A true copy—Attest,
Turks Island Salt ; Molasses ; Sugar ; Cof all the great names that have adorned the
ed premises are mortgaged to Nathan B. Fol ed by such corporation.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
fee ; Young Hyson and Souchong Teas ; annals of the medical profession, and war
som by Deed, dated August 30, 1836, to se
Sect. 3. Be it further enacted, That no
Nov. 11.
Raisins ; Tobacco ; Candles ; Box Soap ; ranted by the seal and signature of long and
cure the payment of four hundred dollars corporation shall be deemed to have been
Shaving do. ; Castile do.; White Bar do. ; uniform success, its proprietor makes no un
with interest. Conditions made known at formed under this act, until a certificate made
the lime and place of sale.
as aforesaid shall be recorded in the Registry At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, with Sal Soda ; Starch ; Ground and Uuground seasonable demand upon the public confi
G. C. WALLINGFORD, D. Sheriff.
of Deeds of the County where such corpora-’ in and for the Cotinty of York, on the first Spices ; Preston’s prepared Cocoa ; Choco dence, when he claims for it a superior con
Monday of November, in the year ofour Lord late ; Saleratus ; Ginger ; Pork ; Cheese, &c.
November 6, 1837.
lion shall be located, in a book to be kept for
sideration.
eighteen hundred and thirty-seven, by the &c. &c.
that purpose, open to public inspection ; and
The CAMOMILE PREPARATION of
Honorable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
Coroner’s Sale.
Paints arid Oil ; Castor Oil ; Olive do. ; Dr. Wm. Evans is undeniably entitled to this
if the business of any such corporation is
Court :
v
FB1AKEN on Execution, and carried on in more than one County, a copy
Pure Winter Strained Lamp Oil.
enviable distinction, for whilst no medical au
York, ss. J|_ wm
go|d at ptd)lic Auc of said certificate shall be filed and recorded
ARAH CLEMENTS, administratrix of
Kennebunk-port, Nov. 10, 1837.
thority in existence condemns it, every medi
the estate of Sarah Chadbourne, late of
tion on Thursday, the 28th day of December in like manner in the Registry of Deeds of
cal practitioner that is acquainted with it,
South Berwick in said county, deceased, hav

next, at one of the clock in the afternoon, al each of such County. And if any false or
Dimgs
Medicines, JPaints freely acknowledges its pre-eminent virtues ;
the house of Andrew Haley, Esq. in Ber incorrect statement shall be made in any ing presented her first account of administra
Oil,
stuffs
Groce
and that the latter should do so in opposition
wick, in said County, all the right in equity such certificate, the corporators shall take no tion of the estate of said deceased, and also
to their personal interests, must be attributed
ries.
Andrew Haley has io redeem the Real Es benefit under this act, but shall be liable in her private account against said estate, for
RYANT & WARREN have just receiv either to their candor and love of truth, or to
allowance :
tate where he now lives, situated in Ber the same manner as general partners.
ed a new supply of the above articles, their unwillingness to fly in the face of all ob
ORDERED—That the said administratrix
wick, in said County. Said Haley holding
Sect. 4. Be it further enacted, That im
servation, and the testimony of thousands.
which they will sell on as good terms as can
said House and Lot by virtue of a bond from mediately after the Registry aforesaid, the give notice to all persons interested, by caus
Dr. WM. EVANS does not pretend that
Leonard Woods. A more particular descrip corporators shall, for six successive weeks, ing a copy of this order to be published he purchased short of Boston—among which
Camomile Tonic Pills will cure all dis
his
are
—
three
weeks
successively
in
the
Kenne

tion will be given at the sale.
publish an attested copy of the certificate
The genuine Lees’ Pills ; Dean’s Rheu eases. He frankly and conscientiously ad
PAUL WEBBER, Coroner.
before mentioned, in some public paper bunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in matic do. ; Smith’s Botanic do.—an excel mits that they will not. He lays no claim to
Alfred, Nov. 16, 1837.
printed in the County where such corporation said county, that they may appear at a Pro lent remedy for costiveness, pain and dizzi the discovery of the “ Philosopher’s Stone,”
maybe situated, and if no public paper be bate Court to be held at North Berwick, in ness in the head, indigestion, cold and foul and wishes nobody to believe that he sells
Bark Wanted.
printed in said County, then they shall pub said county, on the first Monday of December stomach ; Morrison’s Hygean do., highly rec the “ Elixir of Life,” but he does say, and he
lish the same in any public paper printed in next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
ANTED, by the subscriber, from 30 to an adjoining County ; and if said publication and shew cause, if any they have, why the ommended. Brandreth’s Vegetable Universal does believe, and he can prove, that in debil
Pills, designed for the purification of the ity and impaired constitutions ; in Nervous
50 Cords Hemlock BARK, for which be not so made, or if the same proceedings same should not be allowed.
blood ; Holman’s Restorative, Bone Oint diseases ofall kinds ; in weakness of the di
a fair price will be given.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
be not had upon every renewal or continu
ment, Vegetable Powders and Elixir ; Smith’s gestive organs, in incipient consumptions,
He likewise requests all against whom he ance of any such corporation beyond the
A true copy—Attest,
Restorative ; Foster’s Egyptian Balm of Life, whether of the lungs or the liver; in the
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
has any demands, to call and settle the same time originally fixed for its duration, in either
—a specific for consumption, great bodily de dreadful debility occasioned by the use of
Nov. 11.
without delay.
case, the corporators shall be liable as gener
bility, old and firmly rooted coughs, Indiges purgatives ; in palsy, rheumatism, (more es
He has on hand a good assortment of al partners.
Jit a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, within tion and Bilious Disorders, &c. We have pecially ) in the sicknesses incident to moth
LEATHER, which he will sell cheap for
Sect. 5. Be it further enacted, That when
and for the County of York, on the first Mon many evidences in relation to the efficacy and ers, and to females of relaxed nerves ; in ev
Cash or Bark.
RALPH CURTIS.
ever any corporator shall assign, or other
day in November, in the year of our Lord salutary effects produced by the Egyptian ery case of delirium tremens, or that disease
Kennebunk, Nov. 18, 1837.
wise dispose of any portion of the capital
eighteen hundred and thirty-seven, by the Balm of Life. Also, Foster’s Nerve Oint which is brought on by intemperance ; in
stock of any corporation, created under this
Hon. WM. A. HA YES, Judge of said Court :
the wretched horrors of mind and body which
Kcwoyed.
act, such assignment, or other disposal, shall ON the petition oî'Sarah Clements, ad ment,—a remedy for Sprains, Bruises, accrue
from occasional inebriety ; loss of ap
Cramps, Rheumatism, Contracted Nerves,
RYANT & WARREN have removed he null and void, unless the instrument of
ministratrix of the estate of Mary Chad- &c. ; Tooth Ache Drops,—a cure for this petite, langour, melancholy, pains in the
to the Store formerly occupied by Dr. conveyance be duly recorded in the Registry
bourne, late of South Berwick, in said county, distressing malady ; The German Ointment, head, limbs or side ; in corrupt, sallow, anti
Lillie, and recently by Dr. B. Smart, where,
of Deeds, and an attested copy thereof pub
in addition to their former Stock, they have lished in the same manner as the certificate, deceased, representing that the personal es for the cure of the Piles ; Dr. Marshall’s Ca uncomely complexions, caused by the badl
tate of said deceased is not sufficient to pay tarrh and Head Ache Snuff; Gordack’s Salt state of the fluids—in all these cases, and in.
just received a fresh supply of DRUGS, mentioned in the fourth section of this act.
just debts which she owed at the time of Rheum Ointment, and Pulmonary Jelly ; others mentioned in the bills of directionsMEDICINES, PAINTS, OIL, & GROCE
Sect. 6. Be it further enacted, That dur the
RIES ; good Sperm Oil ; a cask of prime ing the continuance of any corporation un her death by the sum of four hundred dollars, Snow’s, Wheaton’s and Thompson’s Itch given with his medicines, HE DOES SAY
and praying for a license to sell and convey
Honey.
der the authority of this act, no part of the so much of the real estate of said deceased, Ointments ; Liquid Opodeldoc ; Cephalic that the CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, in
Kennebunk, Nov. 16, 1837.
capital stock thereof shall be withdrawn as may be necessary for the payment of said Snuff; Turlington’s Balsam of Life ; Moore’s terchanged occasionally with his APERIENT’
Essence of Life ; Haarlem Oil ; British do. ; FAMILY PILLS, (the best known) whicfe
therefrom, nor shall any division of interest
and incidental charges : and also to Oil of Spruce ; Peppermint ; Lemon ; Tan- are sold with them, will effect immediate re
IVotice.
or profits be made, so as to reduce such cap debts
ERSONS indebted to the estate of ital stock below the sum in the certificate, have her account of administration and pri sey ; Juniper ; Cloves ; Burgamot; Hemlock; lief ; and if used but for a fair period of trial*
Anmsseed ; Olives ; Castor ; Cassia ; Pulegi, a perfect cure. This much is placed beyond
John Wakefield, late of Wells, de creating the corporation ; and if at any time vate account against said estate allowed :
ORDERED—That the petitioner give and Almonds ; all kinds of Essences, togeth a doubt by daily testimonies which would;
ceased, are hereby informed that their Notes
during the continuance, or at the termination notice
thereof to the heirs of said deceased, er with all kinds of Medicines in general use be given on oath ; and for this much Dr. W..
and Accounts are left with Christopher Lit of any such .-corporation, the property or as
EVANS can conscientiously request confi
tlefield for settlement and collection, and that sets shall not be sufficient to pay the corpo and to all persons interested in said estate, by either by Physicians or in families.
dence.
Faints & Oil.
all demands remaining unsettled on the first rate debts, then the several corporators shall causing a copy of this order to be published
Other and more conclusive demonstrations,
Linseed Oil by the cask or small quantity ;
day of January next will positively be left be held responsible as general partners for all in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken
with an Attorney for collection.
sums by them in any way received, with nebunk, in said county, three weeks succes Ground White Lead ; French Yellow ; Ve of the efficacy of Dr. Evans’ Camomile
MARY WAKEFIELD.
drawn or divided, with interest thereon from sively that they may appear at a Probate netian Red ; 'Spanish Brown ; Chrome Preparations and Aperient Medicines, are
Wells, Nov. 17, 1837.
the time they were so withdrawn respective Court to be holden at North Berwick, in said Green, and Yellow ; Chinese Vermilion ; submitted by the following important and ex
county, on the first Monday in December Tera de siena ; Umber; Prussian Blue ; Whi traordinary cures effected by their highly
lySect. 7. Be it further enacted, That in all next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and ting ; Coach and Furniture Varnish ; Japan ; medicinal qualities—all of which may be
Notice.
cause, if any they have, why the prayer Spirits of Turpentine ; Pure Sperm Oil ; seen at Dr. Wm. Evans’ Medical office, No*
HIS may certify that I have relinquished cases, where any corporator shall become li shew
of said petitions should not be granted.
Paint Brushes—with numerous other articles 7, Division street. One or two of these heall claim to the services and earnings able under this act as a general partner, and
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
herewith respectfully gives to a discrimina
in the Paint line.
shall have paid any corporate debt, he shall
of my son, Charles Lindsey, a minor under
A true copy,—Attest,
ting public.
JOye
Stuffs.
the age of twenty-one years, and that he is have his remedy against the other corpora
Wm. Cutter Allen,Register.
Log wood ; Red wood ; Fustic ; Tumer Dr. W. EVANS—Sir : Be pleased to receive thefree to act and trade for himself, and that I tors, in equity before the Supreme Judicial
Nov. 11.
thanks of one "bo has been a great sufferer for sev
ic ; Indigo, &c. &c.
do not hold myself responsible for any debts Court.
eral years, for the great benefit she has received from,
or contracts of his making.
Sect. 8. Be it further enacted, That .NOTICE.
Groceries, itc.
the virtues of your inestimable Camomile Pills. She
nothing in this act shall be construed to give
MATTHEW LINDSEY.
Teas ; Coffee ; Sugar ; Molasses ; Spices of has suffered with pain and distress in the head, a tight
HE
subscriber
having
contracted
with
Wells, Nov. 11, 1837.
corporators under it any right, except those
kinds ; Chocolate ; Chocolate Shells ; ness across the stomach, shortness of breath, and palpi
the town of Kennebunk, to support all
of the heart ; exercise would almost overcome
specified in the first section hereof, which
Cheap and Box Raisins ; Currants ; Figs; tation
her ; but since using your Camomile Tonic Pilis, he*
the poor of said town for one year, hereby
they did not possess as individuals.
Tobacco
;
Pork
;
Lard
;
Honey
;
Tamarinds
;
complaints are removed—she is able to exercise with
Fur Caps and Collars.
Sect. 9. Be it further enacted, That all gives notice, that he has made suitable pro Sal Soda—for washing ; Brooms and Floor out fatigue, and she is happy to say can now enjoyacts and parts of acts inconsistent with the vision for them, and hereby forbids all per Brushes ; all kinds of Nuts and Confectiona life comfortably again.
OR sale, by S. H. Gould, a large assort provisions of this act, be and the same are sons harboring or trusting any of the Paupers
Mrs. C. THORNTON, 84, Third st. N. Y.
ry, &c. &c. Any of the above will be ex
ment of Fur Seal, Nutra, and Muskrat hereby repealed.
of said town on his account or on account of changed for Cash, Country Produce or ap Newark, July 18, 1836—Dear Sir—For 4 years £
CAPS; Hair Seal and Cloth do. ; Russia
the town, as he will pay no bill for their proved Credit.
have been so unwell that 1 was unable to attend to.
my business, and for the last 4 or 5 months was confin
Dog Skin Robes, and other Furs for collars
support.
Kennebunk,
June
3,1837.
ep6m.
ed
to my room ; my complaints were rheumatism, paint
PORTER HALL
and trimmings.
ABEL M. BRYANT.
in
my stomach, indigestion and loss of appetite, with
AS just received a prime assortment of
Kennebunk-port, Nov. 10, 1837.
Kennebunk, May 1, 1837.
ly
continual pain and dizziness in my head ; I used differ
Farm Tor Sale,
Broadcloths, Cassimeres, Satinetts,
kinds of medicine without effect, until 1 commenced?
HE subscriber offers for sale a valuable ent
and
Pilot
Cloths
;a
variety
of
Prints,
togeth

taking your invaluable Camomile and Aperient Pills
Stoves ! ! Stoves ! ! !
New Goods
FARM, situated in Kennebunk-port, their beneficial effects upon me astonish all who knew
er with all kinds of Domestic Goods of a su
near the old Baptist meeting-house. Said
my situation. Ina few days 1 shall be at your office
HE subscriber would respectfully give perior quality.
JAMES LORD
Farm contains 137 acres of good land, 65 of to express tny gratitude to you in person. In the?
—also—
notice that he has just received a
myself your obedient servant,
AS just received an additional supply of which is wood and timber, 72 of pasturage mean time I subscribe B.S.
JARVIS, 13 Centre st.
prime lot of STOVES, which together withPorto Rico, New Orleans, Brown and
Foreign and Domestic Piece Goods, and tillage. There is a good dwelling House
White
Havana
Sugars
—
with
all
other
Gro

Dr.
Wm.
Evans.
his former stock make a large and general
and Barn on said Farm. For further partic
West India Goods & Groce
He therefore need only add that hte
assortment, among which are the Prophecy, ceries usually called for. A good assortment
ulars enquire of
ries,
CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together with
the Prophecy Premium, the Premium, and of Men’s, Women’s and Children’s Shoes,
WM. L. THOMPSON.
suitable
for
the
season,
all
of
which
he
will
which,
together
with
his
former
stock,
ren

his excellent
FAMILY
APERIENT
the Moore stove so note4 for its economy and
Kennebunk, Nov. 7, 1837.
PILLS, can be obtained, wholesale or retail;
convenience, box and six plate stoves of vari sell for Cash, Country produce or approved ders his assortment such as to comprise
on very reasonable terms.
most articles called for.
at No. 7, Division st. near Chatham square*.
ous sizesand patterns, Parlour stoves, Parlour Credit,
Kennebunk, Nov. 7, 1837.
Estray.
Persons wishing to purchase are invited to
New York, and of his authorised agents ii&
coal stoves, Fire Frames of various sizes and
AME into the enclosure of the subscri town and country.
call and examine his Stock.
patterns, patent Oven Erames, Boiler Doors,
ber, on the 27th of Sept. last, a three
Kennebunk, Nov. 9, 1837.
J. H. JONES, corner of Middle and Union
Ash Safe Doors, Iron Pumps, lead Pipe,
HATS, CAPS,
year old STEER, marked “ V. I.” The
streets, Portland, Agent for State of Maine*
sheet Lead, sheet Zinc, British Lustre, for
HE subscriber has for sale
For
Sale,
or
to
JLet.
owner
is
requested
to
prove
property,
pay
where persons may apply for sub Agencies.
cleaning stoves, stove Pipes ofall descriptions.
Buffalo Rohes and Fur Collars ;
HE Dwelling House and Store, now oc charges, and take him away.
Sole Agents, Daniel Remich, Kennebunk
Tin, Sheet Iron, and Copper wares, for stoves
Ladies’ Boas and Neckties ;
cupied
by
the
subscriber,
will
be
sold
ISRAEL K1MBALL, jr.
James
Crockett, Norway ; Thomas Chase, N..
and family use, made to any pattern or re
Otter and Fur Seal Caps ;
or let on reasonable terms, and possessionKennebunk, Nov. 7, 1837.
paired at short notice. All of which will be
Yarmouth
; Nathan Reynolds, Lewiston £
Nutra and Muskrat do. ;
given immediately. It is one of the best
sold low for cash or approved credit. Persons
Joseph Griffin, Brunswick ; Palmer & Wash
Men’s and Boys’ Hair do. ;
stands
in
the
town
of
Wells
for
business
;
sit

REMICH
has
this
day
received
Cawishing to purchase any of the above are in
burn, Gardiner ; R. G. Lincoln, Hallowell
Plain Fur and Knajrt Hats ;
• ses and Packages of BOOKS & Moses Noble, Augusta ; J. K. Miller, Oldvited to call before they purchase. Old i Silk Hats and Cloth Caps, all of which will uated in the west part of Ogunquit, near the
Post
Office.
Any
one
wishing
for
a
good
STATIONERY,
embracing
a
great
variety
Stoves repaired, bought, sold or exchanged. be sold low for cash.
c°
town 5 Buren & Thatcher, Bangor ; Samuel
stand will do welHo^calj soonjipon^the_pres- of MISCELLANEOUS
<"& ---_
SCHOOL
Jackson w
& Co. Belfast ; Barker Neal, WisPlease call and see.
L. P. HILLARD.
WILLIAM SAFFORD.
ent
occupant.
WILLIAM
BARTLETT.
B<i?K^7^onl0nery and Fancy art‘cl.es, &c. i cas^tV HenVy
Oct. 11, 1837.
Kennebunk, Nov. 2, 1837,
Wells, (Ogunquit,) Nov. 8, 1837.
Nov. 16, 1837,
I February 18, 1837.
D a I iX KI NG SONGk
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